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Roy Eider
distributes
hterature for
the Battles,
Reynold and
Henry
ticket to student Jason
Bacalan. for
questions with
the two run-off
candidates, see
· . pg. A-4.
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Battles, Pella decide election

•

out to a lot of students. We had a
web site and passed out 4,000
flyers," he said.
Brian Battles said overall,
elections and campaigning went
well. "Past elections had a lot
of votmg problems, which were
reduced by using Polaris."
However, both Battles and
Pefia cited possible reasons for
low-voter turnout.
They agreed more tents
should have been placed on
campus to advertise and give
information on the candidates.
"In the past, five
tents were used.
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The Golden Knights sweep Mercer
in this past weekend's series
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STAFF WRITER

Student Goveniment elections were held March 26-28,
and despite online voting this
year, voter turnout was bleak.
According to results published March 28 on Polaris, only
2, 762 students voted.
Election results were:

Pefi.a/Campbell/Shavers
30.1%
Battles/Reynold/Henry
25.2%
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Dance Marathon

•

raises over $20,000
MICHAEL ROBBINS
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Dancing for 23 hours
brought in an estimated
$20,013 for the Children's
Miracle Network at the
fifth annual UCF Dance
Marathon, held March 31
- April 1 in the UCF
Arena.
The event, sponsored
by the Dance Marathon
club (an affiliate of CAB
and Student Government)
usually lasts for 24 hours,
but lost an hour of the
event due to Daylight
Savings Tllile.
"[Dance Marathon] is
- very beneficial to UCF;'
said Kristen Murphy, the
director
of
Dance
Marathon.
"Everyone
should participate. It's 24
hours of your life for 80
years of another."

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

Marco Peiia campaigns in fro~t of the Student Union, speaking to student Jacy Bloom. Peiia's
ticket, along with Katie Campbell and Tommy Shavers advanced to the run-off elections.

The affair is the only
campus-wide, student-run
philanthropic event. In
order to attend, students
had to raise a specified
amount of money to be
contributed to the organization. Those donations
were then appropriated to
two local hospitals through
CMN:
the
Shands
Children's Hospital at the
University of Florida and
the
Arnold
Palmer
Hospital for Children and
Women.
Started in 1983, the
Children's
Miracle
Network is an international
organization that works to
fund health care for children in need. Over the past
18 years, over $2 billion
has been raised by CMN to
help 170 CMN sponsored

Voting for SGA run~off elections concluded
the morning-of APrlt 4...~Log on to
.www.UCFfuture.com for run-off results.
Ruiz/Thomas/Pfieffer
22.6%
Macon/Kovener/Miles
15.4%
Grizzard/Koenig/Vertrees
5.6%
Because no candidate won a
50 percent majority, a run-off
election was held April 2-4.
Students voted for one of two
tickets: Pefia, Campbell and

Final seven

Shavers or
Battles,
Reynolds
and Henry.
Marco
Pefia said he
wouldn't
change a thing
about the way his
ticket campaigned . .
"I think we reached

STAFF WRITER

As enrollment numbers
continue to increase, many
students are facing serious
delays with graduation.
The university is expecting as many as 3,800 incoming freshmen next year, which
would put the headcount for
Ht

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

Tommy Shavers explains the
necessity of voting to a UCF
student in front of the Student
Union March 27.

"Higher student population
may mean 'U Can't Finish'
CASEY MCCORKLE

TI'eshia Daniels, a junior in Interpersonal Communications,
is one of seven finalists for the Florida College Student of
the Year Award sponsored by Florida Leader Magazille.
Daniels is not Olly one of the finalists for the
scholarship progrmn, she was also featured on the television show Holywood Sq1Gres and competed in Miss UCF.

PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER

As registration
is upon students,
class size and
an influx of
students may
make registering
difficult.

fall at approximately 34,900
students. Many students and
faculty members at UCF dispute the benefit of this population increase. They argue that
the amount of bachelor's
degrees received by students
in the past seven years has
only slightly increased each
year. Since 1992, the number
of Bachelor's degrees has only
risen from 4,189 to 5,522
awarded each academic year.
With more students being
admitted but few receiving
degrees, many question the
legitimacy of the now popular
phrase "U Can't Finish."
Vice President of Student
Affairs, Dr. ·Tom Huddleston
associates this population '
increase as a measure of the
university's own success. "We
have had such a demand for
UPPERCLASSMEN,
Page A-6 .
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College and religion: are they compatible?

.
ELISSA JACOB
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Students grapple
with religious
questions
When you walk into a test
unprepared, who do you utter a
desperate prayer to? The "god of
.tests," the "god of mercy" or "the
lord of extra credit?" What if, while
driving, you slam on your breaks to
avoid smashing into the car
ahead ... who do you pray to then?
Or maybe, you don't feel the need
to pray at all.
Most people wander through
life believing in some Supreme
Being, while others rationalize religion as a sign of moral or physical
weakness.
What about college students,
are they religious? Out of random
students polled, 50 pe~cent consid- .
ered themselves to be, while the
other half dip not: ... ___ , , _. .-,

important to be religious, as it is to n't say they came back more relihave a personal relationship with gious,'' she said, "But definitely
more spiritual, and more in touch
Jesus Christ."
Chris Burdette also believes in with Judaism on a personal level of
that personal relationship. The 20- understanding in their lives."
year-old UCF sophomore is
Religion is a strange thing
involved in the UCF Christian though; as something that is supCampus Fellowship and agrees that posed to bring a person peace and
many students don't remain reli- spiritual happiness, is often used as
gious through college. "Statistics a reason for discrimination and
show that 50 percent of those who hate against a person of a different
start out religious, fall away from it faith. It has started wars throughcollege,"
he
said. out time, there bay~~· CQUf}flesS:
during
"Everybody is searching for some- martyrs kin~ ilii~w~m~Y.~eve
thing - we all have a void in our in, in every religion: the Mlddle
East, the Muslims and Jews have
lives to fill."
For some, religion fills that be@n fighting over a piece of land
for thousands of years, citing relivoid.
Wendi Harris, the director of gious reasons for ownership.
So, with so much discrimina-·
the Central Florida Hillel, works
with both UCF and Rollins Jewish ti.on going on between Christians,
students. 'We create a lot of oppor- Jews, Buddhists, Muslims, and
tunities for Jewish students to interact with each other, and we invite
students who are not Jewish to
come -, a00:= ~·ie~~TuoI,"y/ 'aj)6t.tt ,.,
~
·i.:"t-.. ,, ~Jli,~
Judaism,'! J:tartls'<srud. ·_..
•·
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•
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flindus - why can't we just be
accepting of each other's beliefs?
. That's exactly what Dr. Sheri
Dressler at UCF wonders. She is a
firm believer in Baha'i - a 150year-old faith, now practiced by 6
million worldwide. Webster's
Dictionary describes the faith as "a
religion founded in Iran and teaching the essential worth of all races
and religions and the equality of
the sexes." Dressler said Bah~'i is .

the.1f~t~t:~iw~~t~~l\i;..~
worldt6cfaY, ~-,~~< :~·": ;~·--;.;~:"'::. -~
".''Bab~'i 1;'lme~sag~·~'iU:ni'.ty;-:

of one God, and that all religions
came from the same source - that
they're not in conflict with one
another,'' Dressler said. She
believes in what all religions say,
and that although different profits
in religions came at different times

"""'.

0

When asked, whether it was
hard for Jewish students to not have
their religious holidays observed
by the academic calendar, as a day
off, Harris explained that most students understand, because they 've
.grown up used to that. ''As long as
professors aren't penalizing stude.nts ~or taking ~ose days .off," she
, f~:·
said, 'It can be mconveruent, but
. . ;;_:..•
~t)ju~t a part of.life.''.. .
_ .~ / t-:. .
c <.,'. -~f..<'.'>?r.:·:~(1:~~'.>~· ('~•.;... ~....;· ~\'.' · . Q~"''~~.A~~·~~;_•~~':lt'.Ab" -~''f.x"·.~·
Ar.e.:-G~~•..Qt~~'j...~~~l~.~~.!1JB~,:>' ;.'1',;.;.~·.· •
in their lives when they even think a part of life, but don't agree with it.
·'·
about religion? Granted, some are
UCF student Jen Brown said
deep, philosophical thinkers, but she ~as penalized for taking off a
the majonties are just thinking Jewish holiday in high school.
about that upcoming party Friday _ "There was one holiday my parents
night or which classes to take next made me miss school for .. .it just
semester. Most 18-23 year olds are so happened that we had a big
still searching to find themselves as Chemistry lab that day and my
they wander through college, but teacher refused to let me make it
many include religion in that up. I ended up having to drop the
search.
course, but that was my only real
Stephanie Burton, 19, has conflict." In reference to school
included religion in her college life. giving days off, Brown said: "I
Burton, a visiting sophomore, is in think it should be all or nothing. If
the University of Alabama chapter they give one religion days off,
of Chi Alpha, a Christian fraternity. then holidays that are of equal
She explained religious indiffer- importance should also be recogence saying, "Most students don't nized."
PHOTO BY ALEX ROMANIUK
really seem committed to anything
Harris said that in December
Students
are
free
to
distribute
religious
r11erature
on
campus.
Members of
specific. Then when they get to col- she took a group of 38 students to
lege, they're confused maybe." She Israel, as part of Hillel, and admit- different reUgions visit the green outside of the Math and Physics buUding
also said, "I don't think it's as ted that it impacted them. "I would- and speak lo stQdents.

in history, they were bringing the
same message. "We meet in groups
and accept what the Bible says,
along with the Koran - we study
them all to see how they connect to
each other, because they do."
Dressler said most students that
believe in Baha'i have "grown up
in various faiths and are searching
for something they can believe in
where they can use both their mind
an:d heart'' She explained that it's
unpo-'-lQ~ also use your head,
when f~~atching religions. "You
should ask questions,'' she said,
"Questions are a reflection of our
ability to think, and it's important
to think in religion - the truth will
stand out on its own." She
explained that a lot of college students are searching because "they a
qesire to find a balance between
science and materialism - religion
is that balanc~,' ' she said.
College is a melting pot of
diversity, with people of all races,
backgrounds and religions. Most
college students are at a time in
their lives when they're openminded, as a result of being
exposed
to
that
diversity.
Hopefully, after they leave college
they won' t lose that lack of prejudice in their adult life.
UCF Students like Melyssa
Bernstein, and Wes Knight, both in
the
Nicholson
School
of
Communication have a liberal view
of religion. Knight stated that
although he was raised in a specific religion, he became open minded
once
in
college.
''Fundamentally, I am.the saine, but
I'm probably more tolerable of
people who don't believe what I
do; after all, it is their right not to
believe in the same things I do," he
said.
Bernstein said that although
she celebrates Jewish holidays she
is not particularly religious. "My
parents raised me to be open-minded and decide a religion for
myself,"_, .she said, "I consider
myself to be a spiritual person, but
I" don't let conformity control my
decisions."
For more information on
UCF's religious organizations visit
UCF's United Campus Ministries
at http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucm
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The Florida Bar
Academy of Florida Trial Lawyers
U.S. Dist. Court, Northern Dist. of FL
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-Meet your candidates-

BattleS and Peiia answer questions
AMY PAVUK

Q. How would your administration
differ from those in the past?

STAFF WRITER

Brian Battles
"Bringing Results Home"
Year: Junior
Major: Finance
Post-Graduation Plans: Enter the work
force: capital budgeting analysis
Marco Peiia .
"No excuses .. .Just results"
Year: Junior
Major: Marketing
Post-Graduation Plans: Attend
school

law

Battles: We want to implement a
cabinet committee system similar to
CAB committees. More students would
have a voice without having to devote
their lives to Student Government.
Pena: Our ticket would bring in a
new composition; Tommy Shavers is an
independent athlete. We can work closely with the athletic department, administration and students. Also, we have
experience.
Q. How would your administration
be similar to those in the past?

Q. What would the main focus of
your administration be?
Battles: Getting more students
involved with Student Government and
campus activities.
Pefia: Increase student pride and
UCF traditions. Also, we want to bring
all students together and get everyone
involved with activities.
Q. What word would sum up your
administration?
Battles: Helpful
Peiia: Results.

Battles: We wouldn't change any
cabinet mem~ers ... we would keep it
very similar.
Pena: We would continue to get
more students involved and reach· out to
organizations.
Q. What would your administration do to be accessible to students?
Battles: We would continue to
meet a lot of students, let them put faces
to our names. Also, be involved with
orientation so freshman know who we
are.
Pena: The entire cabinet would be

present at town hall meetings. Students
can make comments and we would be
present to answer questions. We want to
set up a web site that students could
anonymously make comments and questions about Student Government.
Q. What three issues would your
administration like to tackle first?
Battles: Before we would do anything, .we would find the major problems
of the past administration. We want to
fix the problems of the past before starting our own agenda.
Pena: 1. We would start working
with the athletic department to get more
students to events. 2. We would reach
out and build r~lationships with the
community. 3. Establish a director of
community relations with the (city of
Orlando) Chamber of Commerce.
Q. How does your ticket differ
from your opponents?
Battles: Dawn Henry is very familiar with CAB and the student activities
office. Also, Mike Reynolds and I were
involved with orientation and had the
opportunity to meet a lot of freshman.
Pefia: We have experience with
Student Government· as well as individual areas, and we are a more diverse

ticket.

Q. Students complain there isn't
enough school spirit. What would you
do about gaining student support for
UCF?
Battles: We want "spirit police."
The "spirit police" could issue citations
to students wearing clothes that advertise other schools. The citation would
actually be a coupon for a store on campus that sells UCF apparel.
Pena: We would like athletes to be
·more accessible to students and bring
big-name UCF athletes, such as Daunte
Culpepper, back to games .... to get fan
support for UCF teams.

Q. Students always complain about
parking. What would your administration do to face the parking situation?
Battles: We would like to set up a
trolley system for the parking lots. There
are spaces on campus; it's just that they
are so far away for some students. The
trolleys would have routes during peak
school hours.
Pena: We would sit on the parking
committee, making .parking friendlier to
students. We want to fight for what the
students want.

l

This way to the Future .... 21st century careers
begin with graduate study at UCF

Graduate
Studies
Offering more than

80 master's and
doctoral programs

apply online
www.graduate.ucf.edu
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Primary ends in run-off
between Battles and Pefia

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Fifth annual event featured different themes every hour

dance, but to move around and have
fun, doing activities ranging from
pediatric centers and hospitals, buy- playing games to watching movies.
ing equipment for medical treatMoralers, who are selected by
Phillips, a senior, said he has
FROM PAGEA-1
ment, funding research and provid- an interviewing process in October
never voted in an SGA presiing entertainment for sick children. and must raise $150 in donations,
This year, only one was on dential election. He didn't
Dance Marathon, an event help to plan the events that occur
campus,'r Pefia said. Battles know students were voting
started by CMN based upon the tra- and to keep the spirits of dancers
said the tents would also allow online this semester, but
dition of dance marathons in which high (something that is vital at 4
students to vote on location, if thought it was a good idea. "If
couples danced for prizes, has been a.m. when dancers are beginning to
logging onto Polaris wasn't you can vote online, it's much
working to raise money for pedi- tire).
more accessible," he explained. '
convenient for them.
atrics over the years. In 1997, the
"[The Moralers] were great,"
Battles said the timeframe
Junior Chanel Prospere
event was first held at UCF, where it . said Chris Riehl, director of morale
for candidates to campaign and agreed online voting is good
has been a tradition since, raising and Dance Marathon participant for
students to vote could have for students, but said she
the last four years. "They were so
more than $78,000.
be.en expanded. "Trying to get thinks, "People come here to
"[Dance Marathon] is a unique energetic they made my job easy."
information to 34,000 students get their degrees and go. They
event because of the students," said
After over a year of planning,
in one week isn't ideal," he don't care about other things."
CMN Director Sandy McPherson. Dance Marathon began at about 12
She said, "I just come to
said.
"It's an increased opportunity for p.m. March 31. For every hour,
Here's what students school and that's it. I didn't
them. Because of people like this we there was a planned theme, ranging
see much about who was runthought about elections:
are able to build a legacy to these from Dance Movie theme to Clue
Ahmed El-Aassar, a grad- ning or what they were running
students."
theme to a Matrix theme. Each
uate student in environmental for."
A major aspect in plaiining the theme, thought up by various comengineering
event is the recruiting of Moralers mittees composed of executive
said he didn't
and dancers. Dancers are the stu- committee members and Moralers,
vote because of
dents who dance at the Marathon, as was accompanied by movies and
a lack of inforwell as participate in the other various games, while _dancers had
mation on the
planned events. In order to be a the option to dance, enjoy the
candidates.
dancer, a student must raise a set movies, play different games, etc.
"The canamount of money in donations,
Other forms of entertainment
didates should
which was $100 this year. It was were provided to the students. There
tell more about
originally estimated that 200 were Kung Fu demonstrations,
their plans or
dancers would arrive, but fewer than dancers from certain organizations,
explain more
100 donated and were allowed to · the Think Fast game show and the
about
them;
attend.
UCF Swing Club. There were also
this would help
Dancers must remain on their various live bands, some of which
stimulate me to
PHOTOS BY JOE KALEITA
feet for the full 24 hours (partici- were former survivors of diseases
go vote," he Student Leah Sheaf got a chance to use the voting
pants are allotted breaks for the five who had been helped by CMN, like
said.
tent set up outside of the Student Union to cast her
meals that are provided). The objec- Kimberly Thach, a 13-year-old girl
Walter
vote for Student Government elections.
tive is not for the dancer to just who sang at the closing ceremony.

"It was wonderful," said
Stephania Pappas, student at UCF
and Moraler for the Marathon. "It
feels great to help the kids and have
fun at the same time."
In addition to the other events
at the Dance Marathon, one of the
biggest boosts to the dancers was
the telling of stories from CMN
families. They encouraged and
thanked the participants for all their
help, and told stories of how CMN
had helped their children to survive.
"I hope that the families will
help get others inspired," said
McPherson. "For UCF to see what
the kids go through hopefully makes
it all worth while."
The event raised $20,013.47, a
number that may go up over the next
few weeks from extra donations.
"It was a long 24 hours but it
was worth the effort," said Small.
The end of Dance Marathon
involved a closing ceremony, where
awards were handed out to organizations (this year to several
Fraternities and Sororities) for their
efforts, including awards for
Fundraising, Spirit, and the Hero's
Cup for overall effort. This was followed by a candle lighting session,
where the executive committee
thanked those who participated.
Planning for next year's event is
scheduled to begin soo_n.
"It was wonderful," said
Murphy, "The people involved
made it more exciting. We're together for one, dancing for many."
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Please TYPE or PRINT CLEARLY. Fill out the information as completely as possible
PLEASE NOTE: You must be enrolled in at least 9 credit hours at UCF for the fall semester to be eligible for Sorority Recruitment.

A non-refundable fee of $25.00 Is due on or befont July 15 and S35.09 if paid atJec Jutr 15,, PIH¥! make checks payable to UCF Panhellentc Councll

Registration deadline is August 17, 2000. Be sure to sign the form when completed and retum it with your check to:
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, STUDENT UNION 208, P.O. BOX 163245, ORLANDO, FL 32816-3245
Individuals that need special accommodations (I.e. hearing, sight, etc.) please contact Greek Council at 407-823-2072.

BEATTHE RVSH!
Vnivetsity of Central Floticla .Sototity
Recruitment 2001

Personal lnfonnation
Miss

Mrs.

Social Security# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--~La-st..,..,.Na_m_e-------=Rrs-:-t-:-:-Na-me---------:::Mi~dd::-le.,..,lnl::-tia:-1- - - - -

Preferred Name _ _ _ _ _ _ Birthdate _ _ _ _ _ Age _ _ Email Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Local Address _ _ _ _- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
Home A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

August 14-19

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ __

Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

Parent or Guardian N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -

· We invite all women who ate cuttently enrollee! cit the
Vniv~tsity of Central Flotiqa to register for Fall 2001 Sototity

Recruitment eal"ly fm a discounted (ee. Fm a very limited time
only, women can pte-tegistet fc;;t a fee of only $15.

•
•

Please attach this application with a check made out to VCF
Panhellenic Council and· mciil it to the following aclcttess:
Panhellenic Council, Vnivetsity of Centtctl Flmida, Student
Union 305, P.O. Box 163245, Orlando, FL 32816-3245
Or bting it by The Gteek Council Office, Student Union, Room
305.

Home Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Local Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Academic Information
How long do you plan to be enrolled at uc:;F _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College Classification (circle) FR

SO

JR

SR

What is your planned academic major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
High School Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ __

Date Graduated _ __

State

SAT Score _ _ __

ACT Score _ _ __

Are you a transfer student? _ _ __

Previous colleges attended _ _ _ _- ' - - ' - - - - - - - - - - -

Overall College GPA _ _ _ _ __

UCFGPA _ _ _ _ __

High School GPA _ _ _ _ __

Total number of college hours completed _ _

Involvement Information (If additional sheets are attached please be sure your name Is printed on the top of each sheet.)
Activities (High School & College) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'
Community I n v o l v e m e n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

All early l"egishation applications and checks must be in the
Greek Council Office no late!" thctn Monday, April 30, 2001 at
Spm. After this date, the registration fee will resume to the
tegulat price of $25.

Honors/Awards/Additional Information - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sorority Information
Have you ever been a pledge of a national collegiate sorority?___ If so, which one? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

REGISTER. EARLY FOR. THIS LIMITED TIME ONLY
AND ..... BEATTHE RVSH!

Do you have any immediate family members in sororities?

Date pledged _ _ _ __

Date terminated _ _ _ __

Includes mother (step), sister (step), aunt. grandmother (great).

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Relationship _ _ _ _ _ _ Sorority _ _ _ _ _ _ Campus _ _ __

•
For questions, please call Greek Council at (407) 823-2072

A.Ml ARA XQ Mil M' KA0 KA IIBtl> ZTA...
Go Greek!

•

Where _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Relationship _ _ _ _ _ _ Sorority _ _ _ _ _ _ Campus _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Relationship _ _ _ _ _ _ Sorority _ _ _ _ _ _ Campus _ _ __

I hereby ralease all of the above infonnation to the Panhellenic Council to be used for Recruitment purposes only. I also authorize them to
review my academic racords to verify my scholastic average, If I should pledge, I do agree to release my grades to my sorority and the
Panhellenic Council as long as I am enrolled at UCF and a member of a sorority.
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ __

I

Date Received
Grade Ver

I How

FOR Off/CE USE ONLY

~USHEE#

Received

I

Amt. Paid$
PXGroup
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Upperclassmen find it tough to get into needed classes
FROM PAGE

A-1

students that want to attend this
Institution," said Huddleston
With the addition of many
new students each semester,
Huddleston accounts for the
overwhelming rise in student
numbers by focusing on three
major factors. The first is the
retention of students, those students who return to UCF, continues to increase. Another is
that students are taking more
student credit hours each
semester. Also the University
selectivity rate continues to
decrease.
"Formal applications for
fall will number approximately
16,000 for a class of just
3,800," Huddleston contended,
"We are the 26th largest university in the nation, these are all
indexes that good things are
going on."

Still most degree-seekers
are left unimpressed and maintain that it is impossible to sign
up and receive the major courses they need to graduate. While
this may not be a problem for
incoming freshman, juniors like
one political science major
claim that upper level classes
are seldom taught, " .. .if you
register late and can't get into a
particular course, you may not
be able to take that class again
for another year."
Incoming transfer students
must also overcome obstacles in
the registering process. "I
worry that since the new student orientation is on May 7
and summer classes begin May
8, I will never get the classes I
need," said transfer student
Shannon McGinnis. "I will
have to take classes that aren't
really going to help me in my
major like a ridiculous elec-

tive."
In addition to these problems, students may also find
classes that have severe size
restrictions and allow no
waivers or overrides. A
Journalism student who faces a
similar dilemma complained,
"It seems absurd that they only
allow seventeen · students in a
core course offered just twice a
semester. If there are only three
full-time instructors in the journalism department and no classes are taught over the summer,
how can I possibly graduate on
time?"
The Journalism department
is not the only department criticized for offering a limited
selection of courses. Many
departments involving Fine Arts
programs are having trouble
providing enough classes for
students. Professors point to a
lack of funding for the small

assortment of upper level courses.
What hope can UCF offer
students that may not be able to
graduate on time? As of now,
UCF administration is working
to address the obvious problems
associated with the population
growth. "A newly formed
Course Planning task force is
currently studying enrollment
trends .and course offerings."
said Dr. Dennis Dulniak of the
registrars office "This task
force is also creating projection
modeb to meet student needs
for the upcoming and future
semesters/terms for courses,
sections and capacities at the
undergraduate level."
First Year advising director
Bob Snow also offered students
some advice, " ... We encourage
students to meet with their
advisors and check audits for
any holes." Students are urged

to investigate their major
requirements by questioning
advisors, professors and
fellow students.
Snow also suggested that
students who look to future
semesters and "map out" their
schedules, which would make
them better prepared to handle a
limited course selection, "it
doesn't hurt to do. some longrange planning."
"Students must be aware
that things can change, a lot of
things can occur to throw you
off the. registration tq1ck," said
Snow. He maintains that the key
to registration success is awareness. "Review your audit with
an advisor, know your registration time, and be aware-really
look at your catalogue. Students
really need to be proactive, ~his
will certainly help to avoid serious problems."

~

Decrease in state university budget leaves questions about UCF's growth
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

This year, the overall increase in UCF's
budget rose by a total of $47 million, up
from $355 million in the 1999-2000 school
year to $402 million in the current academic year.
Students have seen the increase in
funding in a number of ways. Most visible
are the addition of 60 new faculty members
and the funding of a number of adjunct professors.
"One of the best things about the UCF
is the quality of undergraduate education,"

said one student. "I have one friend at the
University of Florida who says that he had
a teacher who videotaped past lectures and
required students to go to that for class
because he was too busy doing research."
"That's one thing that has never
changed," said Dr. Whitehouse, Provost and
Vice President of Academic Affairs.
"Despite the tremendous growth of the university, our commitment to the quality of
undergraduate education has remained."
However, budget recommendations
currently in the House and Senate fall far
short of the $72 million dollars that the state
university system proposed for enrollment

growth. The Senate offered nothing while
the House offered $59 million. Because
UCF is the quickest growing university in
the state and will be adding 1,500 students
in the fall, this has left a lot of people wondering if the same quality of undergraduate
education will be able to be maintained. .
"I w~ never disappointed with my
undergraduate education here," said Todd
McFliker who graduated in 1999. "It would
be a shame if the increase in students would
end up being a negative instead of a positive
due to decreased funding."
Cuts could be made in the number of
classes offered, class size and how many

classes that each professor teaches. Also, in
following years the exploding growth of
UCF could be curtailed to ensure that students continue to receive a high quality
undergraduate education.
A final decision on the budget recommendations is not expected to go through
the state legislature for another two or three
weeks so the bottom line for budget growth
is yet to be determined. Governor Bush
actually proposed a budget. that originally
asked for a 5 percent increase in the money
allotted to the state university system.
"It is going to be a lean year," said
Whitehouse. ~'But I think it will be okay."

l
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Ingerham asked the defendant if
he was a UCF student, to which
the man replied yes. However,
Get your story straight
after he was asked to produce his
On March 23, Officer student ID card, the defendant first
Lashinsky stopped a , vehicle for told Ingerham that he did not have
making several traffic infractions, it and eventually admitted that he
including stopping in a roadway, was not a student at all.
improper U-turn and speeding.
Ingerham then asked him for
After stopping the vehicle, further identification. As the
Lashinsky perfonned the proper defendant was pulling his ID out
tests on the driver and other pas- of ,his front pocket, Ingerham
se~gers to step out of the car so noticed a clear plastic baggy conthat he could search it.
taining what appeared tq be
After a moment, the driver cannabis in his hand. Once
gave permission and Lashinksy Ingerham asked the defendant
found a backpack in the backseat. what the bag was, the defendant
He asked who owned the back- shoved it back into his pocket. As
pack, including passenger Robert Ingerham reached for his ann to
Strome. Strome claimed that the place him under arrest, the defenbag did not belong to him. Upon dant pulled his ann away. To keep
further search, Lashinsky located a him from pulling away any furtag on the pack with Strome's ther, Ingerham forced him against
name on·it. He opened the pack a brick wall located behind him.
and found a bottle of Canadian
Officer Carpenter saw the
whiskey. He then found Strome's struggle and assisted Ingerham
Canadian ID card. Strome was with handcuffing the defendant.
charged with possession of alco- He was placed in the back of a
hol under the age of 21.
patrol car, and the bag that would
later be proven to contain marijuaNever a dull moment at the na was obtained. Once inside the
ballpark
patrol car, the defendant appeared
Officer Ingerham made con- to get into position to kick out the
tact with a male who was uniden- . car's back windows. Officers
tified by police on March 17 Lashinsky, White and Ingerham
inside Jay Berman Field. The then pulled the defendant out of
defendant, who had been con- the car and placed a restraint on
fronted by police before, was his legs.
smoking on the field's premises.
JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

wt1rn'/
•

EGG DONORS NEEDED

•

$5000.00 (plus all expenses)
We have many infertile families in need of the help of compassionate
women in order to realize their dream of having a child. We are seeking_
women who are attractive, intelligent, between the ages of 18-30,
physically fit and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. If you have a desire to
help a family and would like more information please contact us.
1-800-264-8828 or 1-619-234-6649
Email: darlene@aperfectmatch.com
www.aperfectmatch.com_

•

It's a simple calculation:

.

TIAA7CREF. s low expenses
mean more money
working for you.

UCF students compete in
Energy Challenge
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

THE IMPACT DF EXPENSES DN PERFORMANCE
JAMES NUNEZ

fund can equal better performance.

STAFF WRITER

$215,000
Low-Cost Account

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your

$176,000
High-Cost Account

investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%

to 0.34%.1
For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
EXPENSES 2

Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.SM

Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. Total returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref. org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adiusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is near,
but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Anriuity Assorntion (TIAA), New York, NY and
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. © 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Assocration-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04
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UCF has been invited to compete with four other schools
around the United States for a
$15,000 grand prize in the 2001
Energy Challenge in Gainesville,
Georgia.
Captained by David Mays
from Melbourne Beach, Florida
UCFs engineering team will compete along side North Carolina
University, University of Maine,
Miami University (Ohio) and the
State University of New York.
Each university received a $2,000
grant to assist with the funding of
their project. The U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE), Institute of
Paper Science and Technology
(IPST), Hercules Incorporated and
Vanguard Sailboats are sponsoring
the April 7 event.
The competition will challenge students to construct a nonwoven synthetic composite sail for
an Olympic class sail boat and
race the sailboat in a closed course
at Lake Lanier. Officials hope that
the Energy Challenge will increase
interest in science and engineering
and promote awareness of energy
efficiency, manufacturing design,

recycling, waste minimization,
package maximizing and pulp and
paper industrial processes.
~'This competition is a longterm strategy we're hoping will get
more people involved in conservation," said Dr. Jim Ferris, president
of IPST. "Energy uses seem to be
increasing. The importance of
introducing energy efficient technologies cannot be understated as
we try to protect our national interest and our environment."
A review committee will
judge the sails constructed by each
team on the fo11owing: gross
weight, material composition, total
sail area, tear and tensile strength
performance, novelty of design,
material _engineering considerations and sailboat performance.
The first-place prize of $15,000,
the second-place team receives
$10,000, while the third place
team receives $5,000.
The competition correlates
with DOE's Agenda 2020, which
is a program designed to enhance
the economic competitiveness of
the U.S. forest products industry
and to help the pulp and paper
industry reach the vision of more
energy efficient manufacturing
processes in the year 2020.
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Staying in Central Florida after graduation?

Most UCF students want to
reside and work in
Central Florida
KATIE GIRAULO
STAFF WRITER

Seventy percent of UCF
seniors recently surveyed plan
on living and working in Central
Florida following graduation.
Most
students
cited
employment and family as the
chief reasons for staying in the
area. "Once you've invested all
the time and work at school
here, it doesn't make sense to
travel somewhere else to live
and work," said Carianne
Lapinski, a finance major who
grew up in Orlando. "You get
involved in your major, secure
an internship and before you
realize it, have some potential
jobs lined up for yourself down

------

the road. At first I thought I'd
like to leave, but I found that
there really are a lot of opportunities here."
Another fourth-year student, business major Objahl
Modin commented that keeping
close to his family and friends
here was more important than
relocating immediately after
college. "College helped me figure out more of what I wanted in
life, and helped build some really great relationships. I'm not in
a hurry to leave them for an out
of state job," said Modin.
The other thirty percent of
UCF :;tudents don't see leaving

the area as missing out on a job
or family. Instead, they see-staying in Central Florida as a possible limitation.
"If you only look here for a
job, or something to do with
your life, you might never open
some very important doors,"
said Kimmi Syung, an English
writing major. "I don't think I'd
feel secure in a job or position
here until I knew I wasn't just
taking what was in front of me.
You have all your life to settle
down. Take your time."
Local loyalty seemed to
wane among UCF students with
a decrease in age or class stand-

ing. Only half the sophomores
and juniors interviewed had
decided to stay m Central
Florida; most stating ·it. was
because they weren't completely sure of what dfrection they
wanted their lives to take.
"The decision of where to
live after college really depends
on what you take out of your
experience here," said Matt
Whiteland, a sophomore who
hasn't declared a major yet.
"Either way, you try to make the
best decision to match what
you've done in college to what
you want your future to look
like."

------- - - - - -----materials, including pamphlets, and shot with the cameras propostcards and brochures. A book, vided. They must be tasteful and
"UCF Uncut", will be published represent the university in a positive way. Needed are candid,
and a special Web site created.
The single photo judged to unposed images of day-to-day
be the best will appear on the activities, in class, at events
cover of the "UCF Uncut" book, including sports events, studyoccurs at the university. with
a
photo
credit. ing, dorm life, research, whatevParticipants will have just 24- Photographers who place first in er illustrates the photographer's
hours to document campus life. various categories will be recog- unique, creative take on UCF.
Cameras must be returned to nized with prizes from campus Additional instructions will be
Marketing Department represen- _ vendors, such as Loco's, S.T.A. given when the cameras are
tatives at the Student Union April Travel, College Optical, Sonic issued.
12 from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Boom and the UCF Bookstore, at
"We hope students, faculty
All film will be developed a late April ceremony. Their pho- and staff have fun with this, and I
by the Marketing Department tos will also be published in the am looking forward to seeing
and judges will select a multitude book, along with other selected what UCF looks like uncut,'.' said
of UCF images that will be pub- images.
Jeanne Hartig, Director for
· The photos must be original University Marketing.
lished in university promotional

'UCF Uncut' to show glimpse of
students' .lives on campus
PAUL WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Would you like to show the
world your view of UCF? The
University
Marketing
Department's 24-hour photoshoot contest gives students, faculty and staff a chance to do just
that, to create a unique insiders'
view of "UCF Uncut".
The cameras are disposable

and free to those with a valid
UCF I.D., who sign on for the
photo shoot outside the Student
Union April 11 from 10 a.m. - 5
p.m.
The contest is modeled after
"A Day in the Life ..." projects
that chronicle the life of cities,
su_ch as Chicago and Los
Angeles. Only those who study,
work or live at UCF can produce
the photos that show what really

DO YA KNOW ... DO YA KNOW ... DO YA KNOW. • •
WHERE YOU'RE GONNA LIVE?
' T H E V I L L A G E AT

~LAFAYA

CLUB

3 1 0 0 ALAFAVA C L U B DRIVE
ORLANDO, -FLORIDA 3 2 8 1 7

T: · (407) 482

9990

F: (407) 482

9991
THE VILLAGE AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

FREE Application Fee With This Coupon
L-

-

-

-

Offer Expires April 30

April 4, 2001 • www.UCFfuture.com
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minally ill children. This year, contestants
pooled money and resources for the Beta
Center, a service organization dedicated to
helping pregnant teens and their babies. A
total of 14 contestants participated, representing 13 different fraternity chapters.
Darrin Potter of Lambda Theta Phi fraternity received the pageant's Honorable
Mention for his generous contributions to
the Beta Center, which included a child's
bicycle.

NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Alpha Xi Delta, Xi Man 2001

•

•
•

•

•

Frank Soldano of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity was crowned as Alpha Xi Delta
· sorority's sixth Xi Man last Wednesday
night, a title the sorority bestows upon one
fraternity man each year at their Xi Man
pageant. The sorority has been organizing
this event since 1996, and each year the
pageant has raised money for a service
organization in the spirit of Alpha . Xi
Delta's national philanthropy, Choose
Children. Last year Xi Man raised money
for the Boggy Creek gang, a camp for ter-

Delta Upsilon Celebrates Six Years at
UCF
Delta Upsilon held its first-ever invitational golf tournament on Sunday, March
25 to commemorate the fraternity's six year
anniversary at the University of Central
Florida. Nearly 40 people participated in
the event, including Delta Upsilon alumni,
founding fathers of the UCF Delta Upsilon
chapter, and even fathers of current fraternity members. While golfing, members
· were given the chance to interact and net-

work both with their post-graduate brothers
and parents, and with UCF faculty. Even
though the event was designed primarily to
celebrate the chapter's founding and to foster interaction, everything still came down
strictly to winning; the winning golf team
for the day was made up of Yohnny Lau,
Matt Reeves, Mark Lim and Tony Agolini.

Lambda Chi Alpha finished in third place.
Thirteen total fraternity teams and two
sorority teams participated in the day-long
football event. Alpha Xi Delta sorority won
first overall in the sorority football tournament, and also won the Flaggin' Down the
Fun tab collecting contest by raising nearly
40 puunds of aluminum can tabs.

Flaggin' Down the Fun

3-D Delta Dance Down

Alpha Delta Pi hosted their annual
Flaggin' Down the Fun football tournament
this past weekend to benefit the Ron.ald
McDonald House, raising over $1000 for
the service organization with the event.
UCF football players came to show their
support and made the calls on the sidelines
as referees. Tyson Hinshaw, Tommy
Shavers and Nick Rosinski were among the
UCF players patrolling the tournament,
calling the touchdowns and the penalties.
In the final round of the single elimination tournament, Sigma Phi Epsilon beat
Sigma Alpha Epsilon to win, while

The first-ever 3-D Delta Dance Down,
hosted by Delta Delta Delta sorority,
proved to be a philanthropic success, raising over $1500 for the Children's Miracle
Network last Monday. PJ Weiss organized
the event for Delta Delta Delta, a sorority
that has had very strong ties to the
Children's Miracle Network (CMN). CMN
is a national service organization dedicated
to helping children with diseases, birth
defects and injuries, and has treated more
than 14 million children in 170 non-profit
hospitals.

~

Members of
the Delta
Sigma Theta
sorority
dance along
to music to
·kick off

DJ D·Strong
spins records
March 26 in
front of the
Student

Week,' a
week of. ~:"·
social activi·
ties and
events.

entertained
the crowd
for the kick·
off of 'Delta
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• Fully furnished spacious •Individual (private)
bathrooms available
3 and 4 bedroom units
•Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher
• refrigerator with icemaker
•range
• miniblinds

eopytJ')uDity ~f6'1;UMS
• computer lab
• fitness center
• sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools
• beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area
• fax service available

LEGAL HELP LINE
Get Knowledge and make your decision
based on facts, not assumptions

• Private balconies available
• Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines

•

•Personal Injury

•Criminal Law

1 Medical Bills
2 Lost work time
3 Vehicle Damage

1 Misdemeanor
2 Felony
3 DUI Charges

call 24 hrs.
Other Floorplans Available

.
•

Located on McCulloch Road • just outside the UCF North Gate!
For More Info Call:

366-7474

1·800-770-4664
No Fees or Cos~ if ~ere is no Recovery
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision. Before you decide to
hire the lawyer to whom you are referred, ask that lawyer for written
information about that lawyer's qualifications and experience.

Fame: Is it really worth all the trouble?
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

Movie stars, pop stars and sport stars
have more than just the word stars at the end
in common. Imagine being famous, like a
columirist like me (insert big sarcastic smile
here), you get all kinds of stuff for free, you
pick up all the hot chicks, you even have a
sandwich named after you, but is this all?
Nope, don't forget the crowds of people
following you around no matter where you
go. As soon as someone recognizes you they
call everyone, that includes their divorced
tramp of an ex-wife and their red headed
stepchild. That means you can't get a moment
to yourself at a bar or even on a local taco bell
run.
Just recently I witnessed this bizarre
invent in person. My friend is a fell0w
reporter for another college paper and happens to get press pass to see an SNL star perform a great show at Stetson. Afterwards we
told this star to meet us at the Blind Pig Pub,
wow what a name right. It is in the big town
of Deland, no place better to party then there.
We figured it would be crazy and it's _pretty
laid back of a bar. My friend and I go on
down to have a couple of beers, since the star
went back to his hotel to check messages and

·t .. :-~·:· ):

w .·:

change clothes. Mayb~ he should have
grabbed some sun glasses too.
We did not say a word to anyone about
him coming, since we wanted to keep it cool
for him and not have a mob of college kids
attack him. Of course once he got there the
word of him being at Uie'ir own local pub
start to circulate fast since the great creation
of cell phone makes communication ever
so mobile. The bar became packed, I'm
sure the owner and bartenders loved it.
The other bar in town, which is usually packed on a Saturday night, was
empty, because everyone wanted to
come over and meet the star. He was a
cool guy and seemed pretty normal, he
didn't even seem to have an inflated
ego.
Then comes along my second
down side to being a star. Everyone
around you seems to be acting fake.
People act totally different and change their
personalities so that a star will adore them
and love them. Maybe more so they can use
and abuse the star as much as they can possi~
bly get away with. Of course I got a poster
signed by him and my friend and I got a picture taken with him.
I didn't act any differently around him
then I do anyone else I know. He is a normal

guy who is very talented and funny, but what
I want to know is the true him. I wouldn't
want to have tons of people acting fake
around me. I would want to hang out with my
buds, drink some beers and pick up some
chicks, like I do now.
I
don't

need
all the hype from
Fol/on
other people, I don't need other people drooling at my feet, and I don't need a
bunch of people who don't give a darn about
me trying to be my friend. I can't say I wouldn't mind a bunch of hot chicks around me at
all time, but most likely they would be just
using me too.

. ~ ~:h;:":':

My friend even got caught in the hype
because people were coming up to him,
thinking he was down with the star and could
get them some extras. I like meeting stars, I
like doing cool extra things that most people
don't get to do, but I am who I am and don't
need the fake drooling fans at my feet to live
my life happily.
I don't go shove a paper in people
faces to make them read my story. I'm
sure most of the people in my public
administration classes don't realize I .
even write this weekly article. If you're
out there, please let me know what you
think of this column, do you actually read
the paper?
Fame has its benefits, but also its downfalls. If you ever become famous just
remember who you are and how you got
there. Because once .all the hype is over and
done with your real friends will show their
faces. If you're wondering whom the star is,
his name is Jimmy Fallon, a very talented
actor on SNL. You might recognize him from
the ''Weekly Updated" and a great impression
of Adam Sandler. I would like to thank him
for being a cool guy, who isn't stuck up like
other famous stars. Everyone please take just
. one thing for my column, remember that
there is more to life than popularity.
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And yo thought ear wax was
thing you had growing

~--------~~----~----------------~
She Ate My Fo~d!
STAFF WRITER
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't Do The Dishes!
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Ready For the Real World?
REAL APARTMENTS!

407:..282-7333

Quality Apartment Living
407-275-8950
2 Bedroom / 1 Bath Apartments
Starting at $575
.

.

• Rent Includes Water I Sewage .
.• Door to Door trash pick-up
• Screened patios I balconies
• Outside Storage
• Swimming Pool _
• Entertainment Deck
• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts
• Basketball Court I Sand Volleyball

Model Available
Call today for your to·ur!
407-275-8950
2501 Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL 32826
2 Miles South of UCF Campus

arn something new
It is good for college students to know choice phrases
in other languages. For the
next few weeks I will help
expand your vocabulary with
useful sayings that you can use.
in your summer vacation trips.

More stores that sho dn't be
B-B-Q's Galor is quite a
good sized stor for being I want to bite your bundt cake.
independently a ned. But it is Spanish: Deseo morder su torta
a store tha~ sells barbeque · del bundt.
grills and a essories. Why? Is German: Ich mochte in Ihren
thert.a
h e need for ·a store Gugelhupf buiBen.
that spe alizes in grills?
Thank you for letting me ride
in yo1:1r squad car.
Wo 'ng as a team
There is only one part of Spanish: Gracias por dejarme
e human body that works is montar en su coche de la
shifts. The human . nostrils escuadrilla.
swap off every three hours or German:: Danke, daB Sie mich
so. One nostril does the breath- in Ihrem Streifenwagen miting while the other takes a nehmen.
break. What a team. Too bad
my kidneys can't do that... it . I would like another beer.
would .have made my 21 birth- Spanish: Quisiera otra cerveza
·German: Ich mochte ein
day so niuch nicer.
anderes Bier
Accessorizing taken a step
Uselessness
further
"Sherbet" is Australian
With violence on the rise
in Columbia people are begin- slang for beer.
ning to wear bulletproof clothing for those that still want to . Because of the politicalbe,. fashionable. Jackets, rain- contribution habits of the two
drink
companies,
coats, sweaters, vests and T- soft
shirts comprise the plethora of Democratic . administrations
bulletproof aparell that Miguel traditionally serve Coca-Cola
Caballero has designed and is and Republicans serve Pepsi.
currently selling. Just to show .
that crime is truly on the rise in Quote of the Week
"Reporters thrive on the
Columbia---Caballero doubled
his profits last year to a world's misfortune. For · this
reason they often take an inderemarkable $1 million.
cent pleasure in events that dismay the rest of humanity."
Clean 'em out
Next time someone tells
-Russell Baker, The Good
you to clean out your ears so
Times, 1989
you can hear them better you
may want to take their advice.
Adam Shiver can be reached
Nearly 20 percent of all adults
at adam@UCFfuture.com
in the United States bave had a
cockroach living in their.inner
For more Insipid Thoughts,
ear. The roach squeezes into
the ear, canal while you sleep. log on to www.UCFfuture.com

Editorial Cartoon
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G R A y
CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER

First and foremost, I oi.d not
write this piece to defend Bill
Clinton, a man who is dettrmined to leave a legacy of ba<i
taste and bad behavior instead of
political accomplishment. I
wrote it to expose the disgusting
hypocrisy of Conservatives, "the
Religious Right," "the Moral
Majority," whatever name these
holier-than-'thou hypocrites prefer. I am sick and tired of conservative moral grandstanding, the
one-sidedness of the right-wing
press and the diminishment of
achievements
by
elected
Democrats from all branches of
government.
It takes a special kind of
hypocrite to be a Conservative.
When Bill Clinton chose higher
education to avoid service in
Vietnam, his character was
attacked and he was labeled a
draft dodger; however, when
incontrovertible evidence surfaced that George W. joined the
Coast Guard to dodge the draft,
those
same
name-calling
Republicans got quieter than a
whore in church. When the
Independent Counsel and the
House Judiciary Committee
were futilely searching for
impeachable offenses during the
Monica
Lewinski
ordeal,
Clinton's character was decimated, and the far right had the
"fililfilunition they needed to convince simple-minded Middle
America that a Republican
administration was necessary to
restore integrity to the White
House. However: when it came
to light that Henry Hyde - a stalwart supporter of Clinton's
impeachment - had a four-year
extramarital affair with a married
woman while holding a state representative office and having
four
children
at
home,
Republicans were asphyxiated
by the acrid fumes of their own
hypocrisy.
In a letter to the editor
which appeared in the Feb. 21
issue of the Future, one reader
wrote,
"Clinton and his
Democratic party accepted hundreds of thousands of dollars
from a Communist country, illegally, to support their campaign."
Shameless hypocrites that they
are, Republicans raise hell about
illegal campaign contributions
only when it suits their purpose.
Corporations alone donated
$134 million in soft money to the
Republican Party to get Bush
elected. Republican's moral outrage over Clinton's pardon of
fugitive financier Mark Rich in
exchange for contributions
smacks of hypocrisy. The
Republican Party accepts millions of dollars in campaign contributions from big tobacco,
whose product kills hundreds of
thousands of people every year.
Let the informed citizenry be
reminded of Gerald Ford's pardon of Richard Nixon and
George Bush Senior's pardon of
Casper Weinberger for his
involvement in the Iran Contra
scandal, which incidentally,

assured that Bush would never be
incriminated for his role in the
scandal by Weinberger's testimony.
In the Feb. 28 issue of the
Future, one impassioned reader
wrote, "Anyone with real brains
knows it was Reagan whose tax
breaks of the 1980s trickled in the
American individuals pockets that
fueled
the
personal
computer/Internet revolution of the
1990s ~ort of like the automobile
boom of the 1920s." This statement was made by an amateur
Republican hack regurgitating
what was fed to him by Rush
Limbaugh. I have heard the
"Reagan is responsible for the juggernaut Clinton era ecQnomy" theory several times, always by
Republican cronies and never subv
stantiated by credible, empi..rical
evidence. The idea that a nation's
economy could prosper completely independent of its highest elected official is ludicrous. The economy
under
the
Clinton
Administration, like' the value of

Bring your

M A T T E R
our currency, reflected America's
confidence in our industrial/agricultural/technological prosperity.
In layman's terms, you don't go to
Disney World when you're broke.
"Anyone with real brains" would
not forget to mention that (beginning with Reagan's first term) our
nation's national debt quadrupled
during the 12 consecutive years of
Republican rule. Additionally,
"anyone with real brains" wouldn't
display such an advanced case of
selective amnesia as avoiding
''What [Ralph] Nader considers the
biggest corporate welfare expenditure of all time, the Savings and
Loan debacle. As he writes, 'the
well-connected S&L industry successfully lobbied Congress for a
deregulatory bill in the early
1980s, which freed the industry
from historic constraints and paved
the way for the speculative and
corrupt failures th~t came soon
after. Then more industry campaign contributions and lobbying
led the Congress to delay address-

s

ing the problem - resulting in more
S&L failures and skyrocketing
costs for corrective measures.' The
result was a bailout of $500 billion
- all of which the taxpayers would
bear, not those financial institutions who brought about the disaster" (Impact Press 2001). What
exactly is corporate welfare? "The
enormous and myriad subsidies,
bailouts, giveaways, tax loopholes,
debt revocation, loan guarantees,
discounted insurance and other
benefits conferred by government
on business." Republicans hate
welfare, unless it is being used to
inflate the coffers of wealthy white
people like Rich DeVos.
Despite the rhetoric and the
half-hearted efforts to convince us
they do, Republicans simply do
not give a crap about the environment. During Bush's gubernatorial
terms, Texas bore the dubious
honor of having the most polluted
city in the country. W's appointment to environmental guardian at
the federal level is akin to putting

JFK Junior behind the wheel of Air
Force 1. Bush's support of drilling
for oil in the Artie National
Wildlife Refuge is a pathetic and
flagrant example of him catering to
his
corporate
constituency.
According to the Feb. 19 issue of
Time Magazine, "For months,
George W. Bush has spoken in
favor of drilling for oil in the
ANWR. . As rollirig brownouts
swept California, he argued that
Alaskan oil exploration would
keep the crisis from spreading even though oil-fired generators
produce just 1 percent of
California's electricity." Now "W"
has reneged on a campaign
promise to support a global effort
to significantly reduce carbon
dioxide emissions, which proves
two things: that industry and the
almighty dollar will always be priority number one for Republican
politicians, and that George Junior
- like his democratic presidential
predecessor, like all politicians - is
a liar.

teaching degree to

'if
In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888-CalTeach or visit our website at www.calteach.com.

•
•
•
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Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery
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The moon .
always inspired

•

ass1on.
Now it's inspired

1I'lh conlrof
..

INTRODUCING

NEW

"NCE-A-MONTH LUNEL.LE!M
BIRTH CONTROL IN SYNC WITH
THE MOON AND YOU.

The moon is a source of beauty and emotion .. For
centuries, our monthly cycle has mirrored the moon's.
Now, for the first time, there's birth control that's monthly,
not daily: new Lune/le.

An injectable that's 99%1 effective without the daily hassle.
Lune/le is a combo of hormones that works continuouslyall month _long. Given on time each month by your doctor,
prescription Lune/le gives you birth control that's 99%
effective. That means you get monthly pregnancy
protection .without the daily hassle-without the daily
worry-of taking the Pill. And if you want to get pregnant?
Most women get back to ovulating about two to three
months after receiving their last injection.,Lune//e doesn't
protect against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted
diseases.

Hormonal birth control isn't for everyone.
Pregnanf women or women with blood clots, chest pain,
certain cancers, unexplained vaginal bleeding, ·or a history
of liver disease, stroke, or heart attacks shouldn't take
Lune/le. Serious risks that can be life threatening include
blood clots, stroke, and heart attack. And hey, no smoking!·
It increases these risks, especially if you're over 35 and
smoke 15 or more cigarettes a day.

.•

During the first few months of taking Lune/le, most women
have a change in their periods, which may include no
bleeding, irregular bleeding, or spotting. This change may
continue with use in up to one third of women. In studies,
while some women lost weight on Lune/le, the average
change was an increase of 4 pounds in the first year. But
you should know, some women gained 10 or more pounds
in the first year.

So ask your healthcare professional about new Lune/le.
Why worry about taking a dai.ly Pill when there's monthly
Lune/le? Birth control inspired by the moon.

Lune/le. In sync with the moon and you.
For more info: www.lunelle.com or 1 877 282-9273

..

See the next page for important product information.
©2001 Pharmacia & Upjohn, a division of Pharmacia
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

HELP WANTED
Earn $1,000- $2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
***Attention***
Work From Home
$25-$75/hr. PT/FT
Internet/Mail Order
www.intemet-cash.net
800-735-4405
Customer Service/Collections Several parttime, evening positions available with one of
Central Florida's largest banks located in the
FL Mall area. Must be available to work
M-Th 5-9, Sat 8-12 and every other Sun 4-8.
Previous customer service experience, knowledge of MS Windows and collections exper.
required. Must be able to pass drug test, criminal background check and credit check.
$10.50/hr. Call 407-740-7878.
FREE PALM PILOT! National firm seeking
energetic people. Set your own schedule,
excellent pay and benefits. No experience necessary, just a desire to succceed. Join a company that cares. www.mysave1.com or call
616-915-8624.

•

I ......
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Talk on the phone for money. We need enthusiastic people. Part time or full time, flexible
hours. $7-10 per hour PLUS commissions.
Training classes starting soon. Call
407-389-1100.
Receptionist needed - Veterinary Office in
Oviedo. Part time or full time. Mornings,
Saturdays. Prevet majors or experience
preferred. 407-366-7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.,
Oviedo.

Get Paid to Have Fun! Soccer referees
needed at the recently remodeled Five Point
Soccer Center on SR 419 in Longwood.
$8/hour. Call 407-328-9141.
Customer Service $11-17/hr Part/ Full
Time with Flexible Hours Paid Vacation &
Holidays Call (888)819-4160.

MISC.

CLUBS

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver. 407422-8848

HELP! Currently living at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer. Call Sam at 407-925-9589 with info.

UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

SERVICES

SCHOLARSHIPS

Drowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection calls. Free personalized counseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203

NEED MONEY FOR GRAD SCHOOL?
100% TUITION AVAILABLE! Contact Major
Nick Coddington UCF Army ROTC
(407) 823-5383 .

MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # 1 selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.

Office Manager/Assistant - Wanted for
summer must have good phone voice, reliable
$8 to $10 hr. Ftr, Ptr. 407-699-1992. Swim
Instructors • Wanted to teach summer swim
classes. $9.50 + hour + bonuses. Ftr, Ptr.
(407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandminnowsswimschool.com.

Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.

Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail message and we will return your phone
. cal!ASAP.

ROOMMATES
Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260/month to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath
house. Call Sarah (407) 482-5671.
Female Roommate wanted - furnished
bedroom, washer/dryer, kitchen, utilities
included $425.00/month. Call 407-679-8168

Investor Relations-The Jarrett/Favre Driving
Adventiure, Inc. (OTC BB: JVTI) is seeking
a responsible professional to answer inquiries
in our company from interested investors.
Great job to learn business and stock opportunities in today's market. We are a NASCAR
racing school and the only adventure company
in the world publicly traded. Call Brian
Rosenbloom 10-12 M-F, 407-228-4494 or 1888-GO-RACE-l.

In Exchange for Room & Board
Tired of Dorm Life? Need a place to live this
summer and next school year for FREE?
Female College or Grad Student wanted for
mother's helper/childcare. PT child care,
housekeeping, occasional errands. Aexible to
school schedule. Must be mature, responsible,
reliable. Drivers license/car required. Nonsmoker, no drinking/drugs. References. 18
minutes to UCF. Call MC at 407-696-4596

Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!"
$8/hour - Flexible Schedules for Students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

Female roommmate needed Northgate
$370/month. 4-bed/2-bath May '01-July '01,
Aug '01-Aug '01 or both. Call Lisa
(407) 736-8955.

WNBiE"' Monlhly ConlnlClpllve ln)ectlun • Over age 35andsmolt.e15 or irore cigarettes
rnedrll1ypnJges acellltl 11111 lllhdlol per day
cyplonale lnjedable suspension
Tell your tmllh care prMier ttyou haveeYIJ hill
• •111£1 , cm .......~ 1n1ao11on ?Jr'f ol lheie ccrditioos. YIU tmllh r.are prMier
o.ung.u;l::Jhorm""""'aaa'i
) Is......, can reamneod a sa1er rmtxJd of birth cootrol.
ID pravenl pregnancy.
II dues not pmtact against HN lnfecllon
(AIDS) and other S8lllllly transmllled
diseases.
This Sllmmary cOOains important information
about LUNELLE'" Montltl>/ Conlla:eptive
lnj8:1ion. It is not fllSll to take the place al discussiooswithyour dodorarxl It cannot replace
dad r's advi 0 ly
doct

FOR SALE

liver tumors can rupture and cause fatal internal
bleeding. In add'rtion, a poosible but ncx OOfinite
a'lSOCiation has tein lound with hormonal contraceptives aoo liver cancers in two &udies. in v.fllch
a few women who deYeloped these very rare canrers were found to have used hom'ooil contraceptives for long periods. HO'Ml'ler, liver cancers
are ex1reme1y rare. 100 c11ance of <Moping liver
Forthe majority of women, hormonal controcep- cancer from using hormonal corrtmlptive.5 is thus
lives CjMl re taken safely. But there are soroo
even rarer.
women who are at hi[jl risk of developing certain 4. ca111:11r of the reproducllva organs and
serious diseases that can be life.threaten~ or
br8asts
m<rJ cause remporary or permanent dimlit)'. Tell There is, at present, no confirmed e.idence that
yourtl!altlt care provider It you have:
oral hommil ~irmasethe risk of
• Breast nodules, fibro:;ystic disease al the
cancer ot the reproductiVe organs in human stL.Kl-

LOST YOUR STYLIST?
Formerly of Toni & Guy Salon
Barry Diane Kurtis
Christina & Michael
now at Capello's 407-699-7989.
ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
Job Placement AssistancetEz Pay
407-894-6719
Thousands Trained & Placed by ABC
www.abcbartending.com
WWW.EASYRQQMMATE.COM
Find ROOMS & ROOMMATES On-line
FREE to place your AD!
FREE to search lOO's ads
#1 matching service in the US

age

TRAVEL
FLY 4STANDBY ... FLY 4 CHEAP!
Eurpore $199 o/w (+tx)
Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams, Par & more
4STANDBY.COM OR 800-326-2009.

JAPAN!
SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink.net

DJ Connoiseur • International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Times Magazine. Formals,
Parties, Weddings. Visit DJCARL.com to hear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-3068010 today!

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
ls it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Rates - flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

of death is alwdys IOYM than that aswciiied with ier or lighter, and there m<rJ re no bleeding, fewer
dirys ol bleOOing, or more dir)'S of bleeding llB1
age ol 40, the risk increases to 32 deaths per
what you have praviouslyexpetiena!d. Such
100,00l women, compared to 28 ~with bleeding usually does n<X ind'icale any serious
pregirancy at that age. Hov.wer, for oral hormonal prob~ tt an altered bleeding pattern persists or
cordra:e¢..e users who srooke and are OVfJ the the bleeding is severe, d1sruis It with your health
age of 35, the estimated nurrm of dealtls
are provider. There rs also asmall risk that
exceeds those for other roothods al birtli control. (painful) cranps m<rJ re assroalal 'Mth bleeding.
tt a wormn is over the of 40 and smokes,
2. Weigh! cllange
rer estirmled risk of death is tour 1ir111s higher Weight gam is aconvTIOll srde ~ mwomen
(117/100,CXX! women) than the estimated rtsk
usmg LUNEllE"' Monthly Contraceptive
associated with pregnarq (2!Vt00,00l women) lnjedion. 100 average expeded weight gain is 4
mthat age gr0l4J.
pounds in the first year of use. Soole women gain
AA ALMSOIY ComrnitteeoltheFDAdisrussedthis morelhan 10to 20pou005 inthefir&yea..
issue in 1989 and nronmended that the benefits Women have gained as much as 49 pounds or

pregnancy for any age group, although OYel' the

I

2. Whlle bnasl feeding

tt you are brmst feeding, consult your health
rare Jl!OVlder beforeslarling hormOllal oonlmipli'leS, mcludmg LUl'll.l.E"' Monthly
ConR;eptive lnj8:1ion. Sorre of the drugs in horroooal ~are passed on to the child in
breast milk. Afew adverse effects on the child
have beel1 reix>rtOO. irdooing yelklwing al the
skin (jaundice) arxl brm&enlargement In lllldition, hormonal contra:eplives m<rJ OOclease the
amount aoo Quality ol your milk. To insure the
best quantity arx1 (J.elity o1 your brea& milk, you
should wait until 6weeks alter childbirtli retore
you slartl5ing LUNEl..LE"'Monthly ~
Injection. tt ~ible, oo not use hormornl contra-

your 11B1S1rua1 bleeding.
Even ~you oo not have any rrmstrual bleeding, you should still return orx:&a month 1or
your injection of LUNEl.l.E"' Monthly
Contra::eptive Injection.
• It is invortanl that you receive ea:h of your next
injections at the rigittime. ttyou cannci receive
your injection on time, oont1:1 yru, hP.alth care
provider to receive an earlier in1ection.
Wbal Hlppens 111 Miss an lnjecllon or Walt
Longer 1111n 33 Days Batwaen ~?
• You coold bocorre pnvmi if you miss your
inj8:1ion or wail longer than 33 dirys belwoon
inj8:1ions. lOOmore dirysyouWdit, thegrooler
the risk that you OOJld becoim pregnant

~~~=~£~1ti~~:SS
=·:a~~=~=- ~:nWi=~f:"o~~iii~
~:,=~~:~~ng
~~~~~:=1~roolf~ =w:~~:1~~~·partial~on ·:~~~=~~
Talk to your dodor or ~st. or other pre- • Diaretes
increases the risk al developing cancer of the
~Ible risks. However, wcmen of all ages are weight dMJe with an 1ncreas1ng ~al from recomrng pregrant and this partial prOOX:or a spermicide) fiJ you to use
·b· tl!al._,_ "'"""anal .

do oot

·

~Moot of the &udieson lmlstcanrer and rautiITTid to usethe 10\WSldose oral conlmip- LUtll.lE"'Monthly Conbaaiptive Injection users tion ~ significanttyasyou breastfeed for 0 Talk with
health r.are rv 'dert find out
pill use have found no overall increase in the risk live that is Mve, and are strongly advise;! not ~encing weight~ in excess of 10 and longer periods of time. You should use an<Xher
m %iid rimve :r~ ~· of
• Migraine or other headac~ or epilepsy
of developing lmlst cancer, although sorre stL.Kl- lo smoke.
20 pouOOs with continl.IOO treatment
rmh~ of COl}tra;eption v.flile OOesl ~ing illd LU~E"' Monthly Contraceptive lnJ::.
• Mental depression
ies have reported an i.ncreased risk of developing
3. Contact 1111181
.
• consider starting hormoral COl}lracepli\les only
0 Your tl!altlt r.are provider m<rJ do a test to ra.e
• Gallbladder, heart or kidney disease
breast cancer In ceflain groups ol V(Ollel.
tt.~ wear~~ lenses illd natire a change rn alter you have weaned your child canpletely.
Sllre you are not pregrmt retore giving you
• History ol scanty or irregular menstrual periods Sorre studies have found an increase in the irdV1s1on or C111nab1hty to wear your lenses, con1act 3. laboratllry tas1s
your next injection ol LUNEl..LE"' Monthly
• Smoke, especially if 35 years or older
dence ol cancer of the cervix in women l\ilo use Call your doctor immediately if any of these
your dodor or !'faith care provider.
tt you are schedulOO for any laboratory tests, tell
c~ lnj8:1ion
Women with any of these condiUons should be oral hormonal contraceptives. However, this find- adverse efB:ts occur wtule you are lakinQ
4. Fluid 111BnUun
xour doct~r you are taking a hormonal conlmip- Pregnancy Due to Faliure wllh LUNB..LE"'
de;ked often l:rj their health care provider ii !hey ing m<rJ re related to lactors other than the use of LUNELLE"' Monthly Co~ Injection.
HomroJI conmptives mt CaJSe edelra (fuid live. Certain blood tests m<rJ re af1eded l:rj hor-. Monthly Contracepllve Injection
·
~ to use LUNEl.l.E"' Monthly Contraceptive oral ~ conR;eptives.
• Sharp chest pam, cot!!lh.rng. of blood, or sudden man) with Sft1111ing of the fiJ9JS oc ankles and monal contraceptives.
The irddence of failure with LUtll.lE"' Month~
ln)irnon.
.
Studies have foum that women who l&d
shortness of breath (1nd1cating a poosrbleclot mt raise your blood pressure. ltyou~ce 4. Drug lnt8raclions
CortraEptive lnj8:1ion resulting ·n pregnancy is
Also! oo sure to inform yaur doctt!r or health. care injectable ~ormoralmntracept~ (Depfr-Provera ~tile ~~ r~ .,,,..;r.i.ctt. lte i...i fluid retention, contact your doctor or tl!alth care Certain drugs m<rJ intera:t with hormonal contra- km than 1 percent (i e one pr~ per 100
provrder nyou smoke or are on any med1catrons. Contraceptive ln;wion) had no increased overall • nm.
1• ~'II a~. m "\II provider.
ceptives to make them km e1fective in preventing women per~) tt gMi!i fNef'/ month as directed
WHAT ARE DIE RISKS W!!C!ATED WIDI risk of developing cancer al the breast, ovary,
• Crushlfl!l chest parn or heaviness mthe crest 5. Other side affects
pregllil!lC'/ or cause a change in bleeding patterns.
.
.
TAKING HORMONAi. CmiTRACEPIIYES? rage·~~~re~
~Yim 0 =~~=Jng, dilliness Other side effects~ irx:I~ brea.51 pain or ten- Such drugs ird~ aminoglutethimi'!e, riflvnpin, ~~;~:~~regnant, be sure to
1. Risk ol developing blood clDlll, healt
C 1nron.:.~ I ...,7- with~the· '"'~." 4 or lairiting disturbances of vision or ........h !Bress, m, ~ m~ rwsea, tsm:re, drugs l&d for eprl~ such as balb~rates (for What 11 Want to Become Pregnant?
allaclls, and stnJkes
onu""'1'UYO nl"""on was . 1n prevlOUS
,
.
.....,....,, neooisress, depression, mood d1alViS, dmgls llmlJle, pheoobarbilal), carlmlaleprne, and
.
.. .
Blood clots and blockage al blooctvessels are tile to 5years m<l'J have a shg!lt~ increased nsk of.
~. or num.bness rn an arm or leg
in sexual desire, dizziness. IOss al scalp hair, r.r>h, phenytoin (Dilantin is one brand of this drug),
You will red to slqi )'Olli rralhly rnj«.lions of
most serious sroo effeds of laking hormooal con- developing ~t cancer srmrlar to that~ with
(indicating ~ possible stroke)
..
and wginal infections. It if1Y of these sire effects pheo~btJtazone ~lidin is one brand), herbal WNEl.lE"' .Mlrlhly ~. njedion. Moot
0
R;eptives. In particular: blood clots can occur in oral contraceptives.
.
S.Udf!en.partial or complete. loss of vrSJon
bother you, call your tl!altlt care provider.
products containing St John's Wort ~run 'Mmlfl ~m to prodtJ:e eggs<@ln (and ro.ild
the legs and can travel to the lungs and can cause Women who use ~anal contraceptives and
(rndrcating a possible dot mthe ~)
perforatum). and poosibly certain antlbi!iics. Yru ~ ~) aboot tv.o kl llml ~ afler
Slldden blocl<ing of the vessel carrying blood to have a strong lamrly history of lmlst canrer or 0 Breast lum~ (rndrcating poosrble reast career
m<rJ need to use an addiUonal controception
thiir lifit rn~.
.
.
tlte lungs. l'.arely, clots occur in the blood vessels v.flo have breast nodules or abnormal mamnoor fibrocystic disease of ~ breast ask your
rmhod v.f1en you take drugs v.flich can make
There m<rJ be ~ OOlay rn tB:omrng P.~
ol the eye and mt cause blindooss, dc:dJle
grcrnshould re closely follO'Mid l:rf their doctors.
d<x:tor ~r health care provider to sha.v you how 1. Missed periods and use of hormonal im hormonal COlllraai!lli\les less elfective. Drug inter- alter you stqi usmg honmnal ~· rrduvision, or impaired vision.
5. Changes In bone mf neral density
• t::'1~7n ~u~= in the abdomiral
tracep11ves before or during early pregmn:y CM:lion studies have not OOe11 ~ ~tit
ding l;U~ Moothly Conlrcniptive lr;dioo,
tt you lake hormonal conboceptives such as
~. of m1eclable hormonal contraceptives con:area (indk:ati~ a ixmbly ruptured liverb.Jrror: You rray not rrenstruate regularly after you
LUNEl..LE"' Monthly Contraceptive lnj8:1ion.
:i~ tt~hill~
fll!flSlrual cycJe:>
LUNEl..LE"' Monthly Contraceptive.lnj8:1ionand tainrng the progesterone-type~rm~~und rn
ovarianLy.>t,orpregrm:youtsideteteus)' receivean injection of LUNEl.l.E"' Monthly
5. Sexuallytransmitlld f118818S
you
usmg
• ~·
need elective S1Jrgery, need to stir/ rn !Mid lor a
LUN~ Monthly Contfa:e\Jtive ln1oction m<rJ • Difficulty in slreping weakness lock ol energy Controceplive Injection. It you have received your This product (lib all hormonal contracep. ~~~~~ rocrease rn birth
prol~ illness, or have recently had a baby. be associated l'!ith a decrease rn the amount of
laligue or change in roood (pOOsib~ indicalinQ injections regularly aoo miss one menstrual peri- lives) Is Intended to praV8l1I pregnancy.
m .
pregnaocy ocrus
you rn<rJre at risk of developing blood dots. You mineral stored myoorbones. Thrscould rrx:rease severe'depression)
ad, re sure to informyourhealthcareproviOO'.
ndoes not prollcl 11113lnsltransmlsslun of soonatrerstopp111g honmnal ~·
should consult Y<!Ur d<x:tor about stiwing hor- your nsk of developing bone fra:tures. 100 ~of • Jaundice or a yellowing ol the skin or eyeOOlls. The risk of ureqEted P,fl!Qllil!lC'/ for WOOlill
HN (AIDS) and other 111111lly transmlllad
monaJ contraceptives three to four\Weks before bone mineral loss IS ~.m tile early years.of
ilm'llpanied treQUently 11,' feve! fatigue loss receiving injOOable contraceptNes as schedulOO is diseases such as chlamVdla, genital hlr·
Sllrgery and not taking horrooial ~ives ~i~~~s~~le~=: ~
of cwelite. darf<-roloroo urtne, Dr l~kmi VflfY lu#. tt you have.nci received your in~ons. pes, genital warts, gononllea, hepltllls B, . iii OB1s l'IMl m lml ~ta~
fortNOweeksaltersurgeryordunng!Mid.rest. You ""II neral
agelxMlllrrM181tsOndil3ingpcmlllelw
asscheduledandmissedamenstrualpenod,orrf 1111dqpllills.
r..rirnai..n.limiaaalmlmll.............,shouldalsonottakehormonal!JO~ . boneml
loss.
probens)
youmissedtNOconsa:.u!Nemenstnsiperiods, 6.Welglltchallge
,..,,......, "'II'
""' • .._...,
soonafterdeliveryofababy.ltisaa.isabletoWdit 6.Allarglcraactl11111
•f'Bsistmt ·
orb!IBli iitte'1j!lfulsiE youmtbepregnant.Cte:l<withyourhealthcare LUNELLE"'MontltlyContra:eptivelnjection
=dtiln~ITT!fwerw;m;nl
11
for at least four week:5 alter delivery OO!ore using Severe allergic reoctions have beel1 reported in
• Unusual=wginal w:iing
provm irrmldiaely to ~ine wl1lther you caise we911 gain of nm than 10 pounds. m<rJ axHi
~"::.,~
hormonal ~such as LUNEl..LE"'
soroo 'Mlfrtell using injedable hormonal contraiw pregnoot. Do not oontinue the injections until WHEN oo 1GET MY LllllELlP" MOtfIH.
iU'
are,..,...... IJ
·
Monthly Contra:eptive Injection. (See also the
ceptiws containing the progesterire-type horyou are sure you n not pregmt. but use crotier lYCO!flBACEPIIVE llUECJJOll?
ol them d dlikim.
sretion on Breast Feedi~ in WHAT PRECAU~.found in LU~ Month~ C~
rnetfOO Ill controception.
LUNEl..LE"' Monthly Contra:eptive lnjedim can -:- .
.
TIONS SHOULD BE FOUOWED DUAi!{) THE Injection. Allergic moos occumng mwomen 1 Vaginal bleeding
TJae is oo coo:ltEive evideool tta oral hormorsl only be e1fective ~you receive your injections ct Yrur he<!lth l?lle provi<Er will ~.a medical
USE OF LUNELLE MONTHLY CONTRACEPTIVE using LUNEl..LE"' Monthly Controceptive lnjf.dion •
.
COflblD¢,ie use is associiEJ with an ioc1ease in the
times
·
and muly. histo!y OOfore prescnbing hormonal.
ltilECTION?)
have OOel1 mainly skin rmons, and not respira- Most WOl11lll US!ng .LUNEl..LE"' Monthly.
birth deleds a taken~ during 9ly ~lnJrcttari
~ You mid reCl!Ml ~ pllysical
Hormoral contra:eptives may a1so i~ the tory in nature. Serious allergic wons re<JJire :='rJjedi~~pattemsalteraion a1 fnPOCY. Nevenhetess. 00mma1 ~ • Within the firsts dir)'S of the sat a1 your
~r&ions lri' YfH td1 ~ JX:OVIOO'. ~ m
tendency to deve!.DP str~ (~ oc ~r~ iOOgeocy medical treatment
mg.
rng
m<rJ vary shruld not re used Wring pretJ'lilOOf.
normal rrens1rua1 ·00
to'~ your health care PfOVI~ tt ~IS a .
of blood vessels mthe tnin) illd illQlna ~ans ESllMJED RISI! OF 1!fA1H f1!0M ABllUH ~·a~l=mcr411=~~~li:I With Depo-PrOYelil Contlll::eJiive injedioo, there • tt you are ~wj m-er type of birth tmly.hislory of il1Y ol the condilioos lisBl .JJWJandheartlitd<s (biocli¥. of blood~ mthe CONJBOl MEil!OQ DR P!!EGHNl:Y
ors rg.
rng
. pen
haveOOell repofls of an increased riskollowbirll CIJ1lrol
ffillth
provider ·11 cB:ide cx51yrn~is kSlt. Besuretokaip all ;~ipomt-.
heart): !"rt of these conditioos can caise death or All rnethods of birth cootrol and pregnant)' are
~ prol~~D!'~~: =and neonial infillttiliill orlhtmnh the res!~ for you str1 Limu..
~ withyoor ~care p.'O'lider, ~this
lfrsability.
~withariskofdevelopmgcertaindis- rng. ~anygrven~ ~ 1
'u.,.,..,1u
ininlci'dsCIJX:eivedclosetolhetimeof MOOhlyCorua:eptivel ,Minn Th. 'lltel rsatimebli!terminettthereareearlyS1gnsof
Siroking (Jmlly irx:rooses the poosibilit)' of devel- IB5eS that m<rJ lea:I to disability or death. Nr esti- ~~n=L~ ·~
jlmJJ. ~ these p.'egrl3llcies ile 1R1Jii. rmke m you have cJ;;;;;·~ P side eftn5.m hormonal~ use. tt you
oping blood ckis or suffering heart ab:ks arxl nae ol the mmbel of dealtls associatOO with di!- bleed' that..,,,.
afiir the · ·
roon Children~ in the worliJ to one of the
Wil1I more information abou! hormonal corara:ep.
~ FUfthermore, smoking and the use ol hor- ferert methods of birtli control and pregrmy has tion. ~=ng25 more l!BJ'~ hooiiones fOllld mLUNEllE"' Month~
lives, ask your ~I care provkJer or~
0 ~ rocertly reei
1oreonant or too. a
roooa1 conm¢.'es greatly lrmase the chances OOe11 calculated.
.
.
Contlll::eJiive lniOO;ion (MPA) cf1d followed to
.
.
for a more technical ea1let ~IOO the Prescribill;l
of ~oping and dying of htM diseare, partx:u- 100 risk of death from any birth control method is rn ~% of warren during the fir& mcr4l1 of use iliJlesceoc2 showed no eWJilnce of any illlErSI! baby, .discuss with your tfath care proviOOr tlte lnmnalioo that you m<rJ wish to re<r:I.
iart'/ nyou are over 35 ye;rs o1 iVJ.
less than the risk of childbirth """""'for oral hor- and m29% ~ ~ ~ ~ erxJ of one~ of ~on h;r !'faith ioclooi their.,...~..,.
best time~~ to .sat LUNEl..LE"' Monthly Rx only:
2 GaHbladderdlum
nal . ~·
,..,..,.,.the of35who use.ln?Jrfgivenmjection1nterva1,.awroxrmciely ..........,, sexual social""'..iL"'''......
Contraceptivelnjection.
,..,,.,...,., .... by.
•
.
mo co... """l"rveusersover il(lfl
15%ofwomenrn<rJhavenobleedingliailand "''"""· .
or
"'"""""'.....
. llexllnlBctlonr
"'""'kM!"'"' :
H~ CIJ'llroceptive users probably have a smoke and oral hormonal contmptive users
PIJam9;ia & Upjohn COfTllllllY
10% m<rJ experience bleeding or spct!ing ci v.ri- ff~ tltrnk you mt have bocome ~ ~rle • LUNEl..l.E"' Monthly COOra::e!Xive Injection
greater risk than non-useisofhavinggallblOOder overtheageof 40even ~lheydonotsmoke. for oustimes intltecycle. lfre.Jllarbloodingoltoo
us1ngLUNELLE"'Mrilh~~lnJec:iion. rT1JS!regivenrnortllly, fNf1tY2Bto3012,'saoo Kalarazoo, Ml mJJ, USA
disease.
women aged 15 to 39. the risk of death v.as higl;- occurs during the fir& few months ol LUNEl..LE"' seeyour teallllm provider as soon as possible. 00 laerthan 33 -.
alter""'" last in......,
CB-2-S
3 1 •-·1umon
estwitftnn•m"'1N(7-26dealtlsper10000l
,.,,....,...,.,,;'° · ·
"""
" "'"'""....,,,,.,,....,
health
CM'""'
~10
,~
,.....,..,.
· uno
.
women""'"'-:"' on
ora1'hormon- ~ly""''!'.......,.."'1.njectionuse ..... rl2'fper- 100 "'~"'""""'"'your · tareJJ "'='
100timeforyournextinj8:1ionisckilermined
In ~cases, honnonal. contrcr.eptives can~ al ~rg :;)do~ the risk srst wrtlt continl.IOO use m~to one third al
lixlli rm to .your Lrilxlm child from lflY rnedrcal:rf the runber o1 dirys since YfH previous .::i month"' rnntrJroniNo injecti'on
berngn but dangerous liver tumors. These benign COllu-iru~ users
·
women. Your llBlSlrual blood flCM mt be 1e1v- tiCIJ tiel OOri~ l)re!Jlill.'Y.
injection, and ncx b>J tte timing or crnour4 of ....__...'~l.':!ii'.i;;......ijoaijo_....

• Elevated cholesterol or triglycerides

~b ~cl·~uj;;f'~1~~you want • High blood pressure

to kn(7N more about LUNEllE"' Monthly
Contrareptive lnjoction.
WHAT 18 LUNEL!.E"' r!l!N!ltLY CONTRACEPJ!VE IN.JECDON?
LUNELLP" Monthly Contra:eptive lnj8:1ion is a
type al hormonal birth control that 15 given as an
inj8:1ion (a shot) in yaur arm. thigh, or buttock
once a month to prevent pregirancy. It contains
hormones which have effeds similar to the natural
hormones, estrogen and progesterone, produced
in your body. Similar combinations of hormones
are found in some oral COlllraai!ltives also knovm
as 'birtli control pills' or 'the pill.' wren you
re::eive your injections once a month as prescri!Mid, LUNEUE"' Monthly Contraceptive
ln1ection is as effective as birtli control pills When
given according to the prescri!Mid schedule,
LUNELLE"' Month~ Contrareptive Injection is
effective in preventing pregnancy during tile cycle
in which It is given. Clinical studies have shown
that when women receive LUNELLE"' Monthly
Contraceptive Injection according to the recommended schedule, the failure rate of this method
of birth control is less than 1% per 'Jf!M.
WHO SHOULD NOT TAKE LUNEllf'M
MONTHLY CONJJ!ACEl'TM l!UECDON?
Cigarette smoking lllCllaSll lhe risk of

=us
ncre::s :.:::

=·8=',:n

~nliovascu:.lide

and
beavV smallIna (15 or more clgaretleS per day) and II

1

qultamarkedinwomen0¥1113Syenuf
Wo
who honnonalconn1118
age.. men
ceptiYes are strongly advilld nat 111 smolle.
&me women shouldnot use hormorsl comraceptives. For example, you mid not ~
LUNELLE"' Mon~ly Contra;epive Injection tt you
are pregnant or tltrnk you m<rJ be pregnant. You
should also not use LUNEli.E" Monthly
Contraceptive lnj8:1ion It you l'IMl any ot the folla.Ying conditions:
• Ahistory of heart attock or strolGl
• Blood clots in the legs (nvootophlebitis),
lungs (pulrrmaryembolism), or eyes
•A history of blood clolli In the~ veins al
yourlegs
• Chest pain (Cllgina pedoris)
• Known or suspa:ted OOesl cancer or ccrm of
the lining of the uterus, cer'lix or vagina
• Unexplained wgiral biearoJ (uriil a di;rJnosis is r0id1ed l:rf your dodor)
• Yellowing of 11.i v.flites o1 the eo,e> or of the
skin';.. ,.,,w..,)ciJring~during
.IJ"U'N""'
.
prevrous u;>e of the prll or other
~
•
)
0
LiYertuoor (berngn or CiroJOUS
•KnO'Mlorsuspededp~
•Ailergyto?Jrjoftheirqedientscooainedin
LU~llE"' M<rthly ~ lr;aion
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.Lubrano-Busbin switch is a good call On Bergman's
FROM PAGE

A-24

to improve his battered psyche.
Lubrano also brings the pres'"
ence of a southpaw to UCF week' · end starting pitching. His start

against Mercer was the first weekend start by a Golden Knight lefthander this year. Until Saturday,
UCF opponents had faced three
consecutive right-handed power
pitchers during weekend series'.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Busbin

And after being unable to catch up
with Justin Pope and Jason Arnold
for two games, opposing teams'
bats have been perfectly timed for
Busbin's offerings, which come
just a little slower than Pope's or
Arnold's fireballs. Busbin has ,been
getting shelled, not because he
doesn't have good stuff, but
because teams have been ready for
him. He throws similar pitches to
those of Pope and Arnold, only
slower. With a left-hander throwing
those final games, the Golden
Knights force opponents to make a
big adjustment. Lubrano's pitches
look nothing like Pope's or
Arnold's.
Another good reason for the
move is that throwing Lubrano into
the fire of pitching in big games
allows Bergman to develop another
starting pitcher for when the postseason comes around. In order to
reach its goal of going to the
College World Series, UCF will

have to get through a grueling
gauntlet that includes the TAAC
Championships, NCAA Regionals
and the NCAA Super-Regionals.
Teams who continuously make it to
Omaha have extremely deep pitching staffs, possessing four or more
quality starters. Because games are
played on back-to-back days,
sometimes two~at-a-time in the
postseason, staff aces can't make
every start. The game that concludes the College World Series
often features a matchup of the two
team's No. 4 starters. If Busbin can
regain his confidence and Lubrano
can develop his great talent, UCF
will be one of those teams with
enviable starting pitching depth
come May and June.
It's not that Busbin doesn't
have the talent. The right-hander
has spent his college career at
Georgia Tech and UCF, two of the
better college baseball programs in
the country. He showed great pitch-
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A new church in East Orlando

Comewor!hip, aad celebrate the Lord JesU5 Christ with us in an anointed
service.~ life giving church where the Spirit of the Lord is avaUable to meet
your needs.

Service Times:
Sunday Mornings: Youth. Bible Study (9:00 a.m.)
Adult Spiritual Development Sessions (9:00 a.m.)
Sunday Morning ServiHS (10:00 a.m.)
Tuesday Night:

Prayer & Bible Study (~:00 p.m.)
Youth (Bible Study, Peer Sessions, Choir,
Dance, and Drama - 7:00 p.m.)
Single$ Ministry (7:00 p. m.)

Thursday Night:

Choir Reheanal (6:30 p.m.)

come and find your greatest joy and
satisfaction in all that Christ is for you.
Sunday Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
nursery & children s church available
1

Meeting at 9191 University Blvd.
a part of the distribut.ed church of Northland
For more information contact:
Pastor Steve Surprenant: 407-207-6000

,%· 401-911:.1009

....

S. ls:xcJ:lgues ClitdicCh.rch

St• .Luq/s .Lutlieran
Cliurdi antfSclioo{

4301 S. ChiclwawTrail
Orlando, FL 32829

, ,,

, ,

407-249-0906
.

.

r~·
,; Rev. Robert Markunas,

Pastor

,lJ%

2021 'W. State 1(pati 426
OVierlo, :f{orit{a 32765

Cliurcli Offo:e Plume:

t.36,~~-~~·

5:00 p .m.

English

6:30 p.m. · Spanish

~t;z,:J

'Worsliio
.. Serpia Scfteiufe

8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m
11:00 am
12:30 p.m.

English
English
English
Spanish

Montfag: 7:00 ~

Weekdays

8: 15 a.m

English

Afu(t 'Lfucation Classes: 9:30ani11:00 ~

Reconciliation

Saturday 4 - 4:45 p.m.

Sunday

eiuu=ll
i.n . t'lctum.

1501 Woodbury Road
(l/2 mile East of Alafaya,
1/2 mile south of East Colonial)

407-365-3408
!Jlammocf:.. amf Cliapman f!Wa/s] .

' " " ' " " '~'%\';,,
>

~oJ'~ £eve

TD LtJTllDAN CBUllCBMJSSOUJU SYl'IOD

· [.l.ocatetfon Sta.re !Rpa.tf 426 (.Afoma) fit.tween MitcM!

Mass Schedule

WooJ8u~M- 9'~B 9 tuian

t

·~;.. .

Saturday

Bergman

,Advenise.~

Sumise Elementary
IAnePalmRM.d. Y011will•SmriseElemenllry011

ing ability
early in the season, including a masterful
outing in the /
final game of '
UCF's
sweep of ·
Alabama.
Despite his
high
ERA,
Busbin still has
a record of 4-1.
He will no
doubt figure as
a large part of
the
Golden
Knights' postseason run.
But for now,
Bergman has made
the right move.
Let's see what
Lubrano can do.

Sumfag: 8:00, 9:30 anili:oo ~

Informal Worship - Sundays 8: 15 a.m.
Praise and Worship - Sundays 10:45 a.m.

r
~~

f
,l,~ -~-;<

_...~--'.' _

Cftifrfren~SuniagSclicot9~0Jll!1f

Visit our website:
www.stlukes-ovledo.org

Located between the <heoway arid Goldcorod Road.
1-1/2 mi. ~of Curry Fooi Rd. & Ollckasaw Tr.

"We proclaim Jesus Chrtst so that all may know
God and arow In faith toward Him
and In love toward one another."

Coffee House March 17 at 7:00 p.m.
For more information call
(407) 282 - Love or visit
www.godslove-woodbury.com

•
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Splitlickers roll their way to bowling championship
Bawlers, finished in 12th place for
the tournament.

The Splitlickers
third with a score. of 1,943.
Games were played at
A1oma Bowl East with
a record 31 teams
filling the Janes.

JEFF DOLNACK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The
Splitlickers took
home
the
Intramural
Bowling
Championship
on March 23,
,combining for a
total score of
2,283. The team 1F,,.1\./,.\V ''·
consisted of Greg
Waddell, Steve Rubin, Jeff Stahl and
Steve Brickley. Scores were calculated by adding the total scores of all
four players for three games. The
Mad Baggers finished in second with
2, 107, and Kappa Sigma finished

~ __ Need A

down high score
titles
Scott Walker ran
away with the Male
Bowling High Score, posting
a 247 with ease in a dominating indi-·
vidual performance. His efforts
weren't enough however, as his team
finished in third place overall. Wendy
Chan captured the Women's High
Score with a solid 170. Her team, the

Job? Internship?

In Other News••.
A record 19 penalties were
issued-in the ATO II and Hollywood
Floor Hockey game this past
Thursday. ATO got the victory 53... DU clinched the Fraternity Black
Floor Hockey Championship with a
4-2 victory over SAE ...Lambda Chi
Alpha won the Fraternity Gold title
after defeating Sigma Phi Epsilon 31... Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Sigma
Chi i4-2 clinching the Fraternity
Gold title for Softball ... The Fraternity
Black Title will be determined this
Wednesday as Kappa Sigma squares
off against Pi Kappa Phi...Monday
Night Softball team G's Nuts has
outscored its opponents 64-10 in
three games this year.

l

"

Walker

LJCF

Gain valuable experience in advertising, sales and
public relations selling yellow page advertising for the

"

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS DIRECTORY.
Earn $500 a week plus • Internships may be available
GV Publications is looking for enthusiastic, goal-oriented
students for challenging, well-paying job!
Expense-paid training.

Call 1-800-288-3044

or e-mail your resume to gvpubs@aol.com
Visit our website at www.gvpublications.com
All inquiries attention Gary Voyles

3150 University Blvd.

1

Bookstore
Your On-campus Store

OPEN LATE!!!

get
10% off at

o

Village Inn
Ask for a VIP card on

,,

your next visit.

,---------------~~,- --;1.cro·;;;;
Free dessert with
any meal purchase.
Not valid with any

other offe• or
dlscount.Umlt 2 per

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

!

coupon.exp.06/30/01 :

\

~-.,;- -~

omelette or skillet.
8 reakfast serveel

1

1

1
1

any time.

Not valid with any

other offer or
lscount.exp.0&/30/0

t

!

__________________ /\~-------~-------'
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Shedden becomes first UCF
athlete to qualify for NCAA
Track & Field Championships

You)ve been told you need
work experience be/ore
getting your MBA.
I don )t-think so.
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totaling 267 points. UCF finished the day with 28 Top
Three finishes, 14 of which
were first-place finishes.
Haynes finished first in
both the 100-meter and 200meter dashes, with times of
12.58 and 25.69. Kellie
Marzetta won the 400-meter
dash in 56.54 and the 100meter hurdles in 14.29. The
400-meter hurdles race was
won by Emily Pugh with a
time of 1:06.05.
The 4x100-meter and
4x400-meter relay teams also
finished
first.
Brianne
Harrington won the 800-meter
race with a time of 2:21.32,
while Sarah Kureshi finished
first in the 1,500-meter run
with a time of 4:56.47.
In the field eyents, UCF
was just as successful as it
was on the track.
Perez set a personal best
when she won the high jump
with a mark of 5~4.25. In the
pole vault, Newsome jumped
10-8 to win the event. Roloff
hit a mark of 17-5 .25 to win
the long jump. With a mark of

James Park, Unit 1ersily ofFlorida 1998, 2000 FA.MBA graduate

Business Analyst, Global Soltaions!PCS
Jumpstart your career by applying today for admission
in the Ear~ Advantage MBA program ot the (rummer Graduate
School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando, Fla. In less than
two years you con earn on MBA and could be making twice
that of those without an MBA. No experience necessary.
Avuilobfe concentrations:
E-Commerce I Finance I International Business I Management
Marketing IOperations Monogement/ Information Technology .
The Crummer Advanloge:
• International study trip.included
• Notebook computer included
• Worfd.dass professors
• Mentor progr11m
• Consulting projeds

Look ot www.crummer.rollins.edu. Or coll 1-800-866-2405
for more 'nformotion and schedule a visit today.

YOU GOT
GAME???
,

44-0.75, Beard won the shot
put and Elise Wilcox recorded
a personal best of 12 1-6 to
win the hammer throw.
Mansur-Wentworth said
that the back-to-back competition was a dry run for
upcoming
action,
which
includes the Florida Women's
Challenge on April 8 and the
Trans
America
Athletic
Conference Championships
on April 2U.
She attributes the success
of the team this season to a
higher level of fitness in the
preseason training. She said
that having UCF's first athlete
to
go
to the
NCAA
Championships has the raised
the bar for her athletes.
Shedden's repeat performance by qualifying for the
NCAA Track and Field
Championships is also likely
to inspire her teammates as
they close out the season.
Mansur-Wentworth
is
looking for Beard, Marzetta,
Shedden and Firby to continue
their dominance into the
TAAC Championships, where
UCF will look to repeat as
champions. '

Pope went 38.1 innings
without giving up a run

NBA City is seeking high-energy outgoing
people for the following positions!
(
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We're more interested in your personality than your experience. ·

,60,sti - " Agreat smile and lots of enthusiasm .

. \fft?
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Line Cooks .~/ We put pride in every plate. {Some experience required)
J;

.,

HOOPS ..: Assist in special events, run daily promotions, interact with guests,
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and play a little basketball. Basic knowledge of NBA/WNBA needed.
Hoops hours: 9am-2pm M-F {3/4 days a week)

League hitters everywhere. He
owns a record five Cy Young
awards. He carves up batters
with a nasty stare, blistering

Applications should be submitted between the hours of
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. at NBA City I Universal S~udios Citywalk.
All qualified applicants will be interviewed immediately.
·

_ _ A: :::stions please call (407) 363-5919.

$5 OFF

high heat and a deadly splitfinger fastball. Clemens is the
Nolan Ryan of this generation
of baseball, a power pitcher

1 1 who will hit a batter before he

=JJ ~w_o_u_ld_e_v_er_p-it~ch around them.

Oviedo's First Full
Service Car Wash!

Any Detail
Service
with coupon

Exp. 7/31/01

-------------------~

Detail. Special l
Fun Showroom :
Detail
:
t

$9999 ~
with coupon Reg. $129.99 !

Exp. 7/31/01

:

·-------------------·

• Express Hand Wax
• Express Carpet &Mat Clean
• Express Interior Super Clean
.

Clemens

Pope

~

• Dupont Teflon Protectant and

Sealant Treabnent
• Lexol Leather &Vinyl Conditioner
.

$5
OFF
A
Marlin

Car
Wash

1455 E. Mitchell Hammock Rd •Oviedo 407-977-1644

with coupon

• Mon-Sat, Sam • 6pm, Closed Sunday for Employee's Family

-----~::~~~~:_____

.

Now Pope is making his
own mark in the college ranks
before he turns pro. Pope, who
owns a 7-1 record this year
with a minuscule 1.27 ERA,
has attracted large numbers of
Major League scouts this year
and will likely go in the first
five rounds of the MLB draft.
He will have to make a decision then whether or not to
return to UCF for his senior
season.
Until then, however, Pope
will continue ~'going for the
win" as a Golden Knight,
leading one of Head Coach
Jay Bergman's best UCF
teams ever.
And one o~er thing.
Clemens accomplished a
feat as a college player that
Pope hasn't; one that Pope no
doubt aspires to achieve.
Clemens went on to lead
his 1983 team to a College
World Series title, winning the
championship-clinching
game.
Could this be an omen?

'
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Craig optimistic Gym rat from small~town Kansas fuels southwest Missouri's 1itle bid
• where she puts her car keys.
Stiles' former high school coach. four-point play.
about TAAC
She is polite almost to a fault. Clint Kinnamon. "Her routine was
Everyone who saw her play,
She played drums in the school phenomenal. She'd come in at it seemed, had a Jackie story.
ST. LOUIS - Somewhere in band as a hobby. Most of all, she 6:30 a.m., work out, go to school, Most are true, some are exaggerChampionships between
the 30-point games in worked harder than just about practice after school, stay an hour ated. Purdue forward Katie

•

TROY PHILLIPS

KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE
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Championships, but will be looking
to do better this vear.
"Our chances lof winmng the
TAAC] are pretty good," Craig said.
"We need to have a five guys play- I
ing to their ability. [The players]
think they're gonna win it. I think
we're gonna
win it."
Sophomore
Chris Ca1vert
placed in the
top ten in last
year's tournament.
If
Calvert can ,
repeat his perCraig formance, and
Dempsey and
Horns continue to play as well as
they have, UCF will have a chance I
to will the TAAC.
Following
the
TAAC /
Championships,
the
Golden
Knights will travel to Georgia State ~
to play in the Atlanta Intercollegiate i
May 10-11. If UCF does well at that I
tournament, it will have a chance to i
go to the NCAA Tournament later /
in May. Last year, UCF finished last
of the 11 teams at the Atlanta I
Intercollegiate, 10 strokes behind I
the next best team.
I
1

1

1

middle school and the shot that
gave her the all-time NCAA
career scoring_ mark this season,
The Legend of Jackie Stiles grew
legs.
Stiles' ta1e is worthy of axeman Paul Bunyan or steel-drivin'
man John Henry. Except, only
parts of it are tall.
A guard, she stands only 5foot-8, but she is every bit the
heart and soul of Southwest
Missouri State's run to the NCAA
Women's Final Four. She might as
well be eight feet tall with a11 the
buzz that surrounded her before
SMSU's Fina] Four loss to Purdue
on Friday.
Not since Sheryl Swoopes
swooped in on the Final Four in
1993 to lead Texas Tech to a
national championship has one
player caused so much commotion.As accommodating as Stiles
has been, spe is a reluctant star.
"It has been wild," said Stiles,
who has scored an NCAA record
3,371 career points. "I still have to
keep pinching myself and keep
saying, "Is this really happening?
Is this really me?'"'
To family and friends in her
tiny hometown of Claflin, Kan.
(616), sh~ is just Jackie. She
chronically forgets things, like

anyone in. Claflin to become the
best at what she did.
"I guess I first saw Jackie
with a basketball in my driveway
when I used ·to babysit her,"
Claflin mayor Barbara Logan
said. "She couldn't have been
older than kindergarten. She was
allowed to join in games because
she could dribble."
In eighth grade, she averaged
30 points a game.
"And that was with sixminute quarters," pointed out John
Mesh, who wrote the first newspaper article about her for the "Great
Bend" (Kan.) "Tribune" 10 years
ago.
Word spread in rural Kansas
of the phenomenal shooter from
Claflin.Iackie' s father, Pat,
remembers a rumor starting that
the Stiles home contained a gymnasium.
"That was crazy," said Pat,
Claflin High' s athletic director.
"Some things tended to get a little
blown up. All she had to do was
walk to the school gym. She had a
key."
Her workouts became the
stuff of legend. She would often
stay at the gym until she made
1,000 shots.
"Reality, not myth," said

after practice, maybe eat and
come back or just stay longer. I'm
like, "Jack, I gotta go home. You
close up.'"
State-record games of 53, 61,
and 71 points in high school
added to the Stiles' lore. As a
junior, the 61 points came in only
17 minutes. As a senior, Stiles
averaged 46.4 points per game
and capped a four-year track-andfield career in which she won 14
gold medals in multiple events.
She
chose
Southwest
Missomi State over Connecticut
and Kansas State, having spent
summers since the age of 12 at
SMSU camps. Pat said he tried to
talk her out of SMSU, telling her
the Lady Bears would never reach
a Fina] Four.
"My dad and my coach told
me to sign the letter of intent (to
UConn), and if I woke up in the
morning and felt right about it, I
could send it in," Stiles said.
"Something just didn't feel right
the next day. SMS was in my
heart."
SMSU and Stiles were soon
big news in Kansas anc;l the
Missouri Valley Conference. One
night, she scored 56 points against
Evansville. She had 52 against
Baylor, including a game-winning

Douglas said she needed six
stitches as a result of a head butt
with Stiles last summer. Stiles'
toughness, she suffered a concussion against Toledo in the first
round of the NCAA tournament
and came back to score 32 points
in an upset victory at Rutgers,
adds to the lore.
Stiles has her own Web site
that was designed by a technology
student at Kansas State who began
following her career casually. It is
now a definitive source for all that
is Jackie Stiles.
"She inspires a lot of people,"
said Jeff Gross, who designed
www. webkrafts.corn/stiles.
Two furniture store workers
in Claflin this week were inspired
to dunk themselves in a tub of
mud, then eat a pork chop with
their muddy fingers to win Final
Four tickets in a radio promotion.
The attention, said Jackie's
mother, Pam, can be a bit too
much.
"She's still a Claflin girl,"
Pam said. "She was the basketball
homecoming queen in a class of
21. She's always been the .underdog, but that's not a bad place to
be. She still thinks of herself that
way. That's why she can't believe
all this attention."
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More friends~
At Jefferson Commons, we offer much more
than apartments. We offer amenities and
services that cater to your lifestyle. Our
wide variety of floorplans and fully
furnished apartments were made with you
in mind.

Located at: 11841 Jefferson Commons Circle, on Alafaya across from Bank of America Phone: 407-382-4114

www.jeffersoncommons-orlando.com

l\,ore f~n11~
More amenities.
Extended Basic Cable & HBO in each room.
Student gameroom with billiards, TV and
more. Computer Center with fax and copiers.
Internet access in each bedroom. Pool plaza
with heated outdoor jacuzzi. Washer/dryer
in every apartment. Covered basketball
pavilion .... and much more.

LEASING NOW!
HURRY IN!
$299 MOVE-IN SPECIAL

,
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Miracle player promotes women's athletics
REBEKAH EDDY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Female athletes have come a long
way but have a long way. to go, said
Women's
National
Basketball
Association player Adrienne Johnson in
a March 20 speech at UCF.
"You can still play a sport and be
very much a lady," said Johnson, who
averaged 13.6 points per game last season for the Orlando Miracle. "If you can
do it, do it. Do it all. Be all that you
can."
Johnson's speech, a part of
Women's History Month at UCF,
stressed several points:

•

•

-Stereotypes cause people
to condemn sports and exercise
as unladylike.
-Men are encouraged to be
involved in sports while athletic women are labeled as
tomboys, and this needs to
change.
-The passage of the Title
IX law has encouraged the
establishment of more women's sports
teams.
-Statistics ~how that sports and
physical activities J;ielp women both
physically and psychblogically. Females
involved in athletics perform better aca-

demically and have higher selfesteem.
-The world is competitive, and
athleticism teaches women how
to compete and feel better
about themselves.
-Focusing on the big picture is
crucial. Short-term goals help
athletes keep working at what
Johnson they want to achieve.
-Problems with inequality in
sports still exist. Men make more money
and gain more exposure in the media
even though women's national basketball, hockey, and soccer teams exist.
"It's taken a lot of~sacrifice to
get us on the map," Johnson said.

Johnson also answered questions from
the audience, which consisted mostly of
women.
The 27-year-old graduate of Ohio
State University also said that being a
role model is part of being on a professional team. You have to be responsible
and watch what you do and say, she said.
Johnson, who has· played with the
Miracle for three years, hopes to one day
pursue a career outside of sports. She
wants to become a businesswoman and
to mentor middle school girls when her
basketball career ends.
"If you've got work ethic in your
comer, that's all you need," Johnson
said.

•

UCF Track and Field breaking records this_season
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

i

,

Setting records has become commonplace for the UCF Track and Field
team during the 2001 season. In total,
the team has broken 14 school records,
including two last weekend.
This past weekend, members of the
Golden Knight track team competed at
three different events. On Friday distance runner Sonja Shedden ran at the
Raleigh Relays while her teammates
competed at the Florida Relays in
Gainesville, Fla. The Golden Knights

returned to Orlando Saturday to compete
at the Disney Track and Field Showcase.
In Raleigh, Shedden fulfilled 'Head
Coach Marc;ia Mansur-Wentworth's
expectations, becoming the first UCF
athlete to qualify for the NCAA Track
and Field Championships, doing so in
the 10,000-meter run. Shedden finished
the 10,000-meter race in 35:08.81,
crushing her previous school record by
one minute.
Last fall Shedden became the first
UCF athlete to qualify and compete for
the
NCAA
Cross
Country
Championships. In 18-degree weather,

with a minus 18-degree wind chill, she 6.25.
LaTricia Firby placed sixth in the
finished 198th out of 252 with a time of
long jump with a mark of 17-8.25.
22:52 in the 6K race.
LaRissa Dunn, Jamie Pew, Takiea Kristen Newsome and Shannon Ryan
McClover and Kellie Marzetta broke the both hit a mark of 10-10 in the pole
second UCF record of the weekend on vault. Newsome finished in fifth place,
Friday in Gainesville. The relay team while Ryan finished 10th. The 4x100came in second with a time of 57 .82 in meter relay team of Adrienne Haynes,
Dunn, Roloff, and Firby finished in
the shuttle hurdle relay.
At the Florida Relays, UCF had . eighth place with a time of 47.90.
On Saturday the Golden Knights
eight Top 10 finishes. Kelly Roloff (5-3)
and Jaimie Perez (5-1) placed fourth and were the overall women's champions at
fifth, re~pectively, in the .high jump. · the Disney Track and Field Showcase,
Placing fifth in the shot put wa~ Katara
Beard, who set a personal best with 45SHEDDON, Page A-17

REGISTRATION FORM

Student Wellness Advocate Team oresents the 13tti Annual

.,

SK FUN RUN & WALK
at GREEK PARK

STAE

Student Tobacco
Reform Initiative:
Knowledge for
Eternity

•

Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity House
Friday, Aprll 6, 2001
Registration 4:30 pm Start time 5:30 pm
FREE for UCF students $7 for faculty and staff
Awesome T-shirts for first 250 registered ·and present for the event!
Register early at the campus Wellness Center Trailer 617 (823-5841).
Registration forms also available at www.shs.ud.edu--submit to Wellness Center

LaSt Name

First Name
E-Mail Address

Phone

#SS

Sex

Age
CJ Wheelchair

Teams (each member must submit
individLDI registratlon form by
4:30 pm, Thursday, ,Aprll 5)
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

Club/Open
Facul1Y/Staff
FraternHy
Sorority

Team Name
·In consideration of this entrv: I. the undersigned participant
acknowledge thof I om acquainted with the vallous rtsks of
participating In the SWAf 5K Run & Walk at Greek Park on Aprtl o,
2001 , I am owore of the various risks of participating In this actMty
Including, but not limited to, the slgnfflcant risk of serious personal
Injury, death. or personal property damage or destruction, and
assume forthe above-named indlvklual all risks and consequences
associated with or or1slng In connection wH11 such participation. I
further oftest andveiitythat I am physically flt have trained sutficientty
for the competition of this event and that I om racing at my own risk.

POST RACE TAlTOO PARTY! Smoke-free and alcohol-free happy hour featuring FREE airbrush tattoos and
music by Video Dance Productions, pizza slice! ~ beverages, door prizes, AWARDS Ceremony
TEAM SPIRIT AWARDS and $30 Kelsey gift certificates will be given to largest Club/Open & Faculty/Staff
teams, and Sorority & ,Fraternity teams with highest% participation. Teams must be registered by April 5th.
All teams with S or more members will be entered into 2 more drawings for Kelsey's $30 gift certificates!
Age Group Awards and $10 Kelsey's gift certificates (top 3 male and top 3 female) 18-19, 20-21, 22-23,
24-29, 30-39-, 40-49, 50 and over (top 2 male and female), top wheelchair finishers

I hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless the state of Florido,
the Soord of Regents of the State of Florida, and UCF, ihelr
employees. sponsors. beneficiories, representatives. successors and
assigns from and agolnst ony and all clolms. damages. actions,
llobillty and expenses in connection wtth any and all injur1es suffered
to me In this event.
I.HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF R\SK AND RELEASE FORM
AND UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO 'TS CONTENTS.

Signature (must be signed by parent r urder 18)

Date

Partially funded by Activity and Service Fees through the SGA, Florida Department of Health STRIKE, and UCF Student Health Services
Campus Wellness Center. Refre~hment5 donated by Kelsey's, Smoothie King, and UCF Marriott Food Services and Whole Foods Market.
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Men's Tennis Notebook
UCF splits weekend set
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Before the season began,
UCF men's tennis coach
Bobby Cashman said the team
would have to beat good teams
to become a good team. With
less then a third of the season
left, it appears that UCF has
become just that.
In a season that already
indudes wins over ranked
opponents Uf\B, Georgia
State, and Penn State, the
58th-ranked Golden Knights
registered another big win
against a previously ranked
Depaul last Friday at the UCF
Tennis Complex, 4-2.
Things didn't look so
good for UCF in the early
going, as Depaul took advantage of some UCF iajuries to
take the doubles point. The
second-seeded freshman team
of Gabriel Strangberg and
Catalin Bradu were defeated
by the Blue Demon's Jevgenij
Cariov and Andy Michael, 8-2.
Then Depaul's Sanjay Jeram
and Dan Bennett beat Ryan
Winter and Johan Westin 8-6
in the battle of three seeds. It
was the ninth time the Golden
Knights had lost the opening
doubles point this season.
Bradu, seeded fourth,
brought UCF back into the

to No. 60 several weeks ago
upon beating No. 59 Penn State,
the team has jumped to 58th last
week. These rankings are from
the
WingspanBank.com
Collegiate Tennis Rankings
administered
by
the
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Association.
"I'm happy with our new ranking, and we still have room for
improvement when we play
three quality teams in DePaul,
Florida Atlantic and South
Florida this upcoming week,"
Head Coach Bobby Cashman
said.

point, but all year long, we
have stepped up in singles
play. We did it again today, but
to improve we need to get that
doubles point and that's something that we work hard on in
practice right now."
Unfortunately the momentum could not carry over to
Saturday, when the Knights
traveled to TAAC rival Florida
Atlantic. UCF fell, 6-1.
Once again, the Knights
were swept in doubles. Martin .
Jirak and Yalin Bilgin combined to take down the team of
Strangberg
and
Augusto
Sanabria
8-5.
Federico
Camacho and Bradu lost 8-6 to
Cristian Piaz and Doug
Devriendt, ~hile Guerin and
Westin fell to Sandro Spotti
and Fabio Faerman 8-5.
UCF had little more success in singles competition.
Their lone point came from
Strangberg's 6-1, 7-5 defeat of
Spotti at No. 4.
The two matches left UCF
at 11-5 on the year, 3-2 in conference play.

•

Around the TAAC
The Trans America Atlantic
Conference has three other
men's teams ranked in the latest
WingspanBank.com Collegiate·
Tennis Rankings. Georgia State
is ranked 57th, Florida Atlantic
is at 66th and Stetson is 75th.
UCF is the only school with
both tennis teams ranked. The
women's team is ranked 7lst.
As of the March 29th,
Stetson's Libor Sedivak leads all
singles players with 17 wins.
Teammate Vittorio Fratta and

Great records
The Knight's individual
records continued to rise in
singles. Senior William Guerin
and freshmen Catalin Bradu
and Gabriel Strangberg are·
tied for the team lead with 11

•

PHOfO BY DAVID MARSTERs

Freshman Catalin Bradu went 1-1 in singles play last week,·beating DePaul's
Saniay Jeram and losing lo Florida Atlantic's Andre Buzzoni.
Aleksandar Antonijevic are right
behind with 16. The leading
doubles team is Jacksonville's
Bram
Tukker
and
Tom
Freiburger. They stand at 14-1.
Florida Atlantic leads. the
conference with a 6-0 record.

Stetson follows at 4-1, while
UCF sits at 3-2 and Troy St(!te is
2-1. Georgia State is 4-3,
Jacksonville 2-3, Campbell and
Samford 1-2, Mercer 1-5, and
Jacksonville State 0-3.

..

1

Hey Knights!
THE

Ca11

PHOTO BY DAVID l\'11\RSTERS

Senior William Guerin is tied for the team lead with 11 singles victories.
match in singles though, beating Jeram 6-1. 6-1. At No. 3,
Strnngberg gave UCF the lead
with a 6-3, 6-1 win over
Robert Kurek. Five minutes
later, Depaul tied up the match
with sixth-seeded Michael's
win over Adam Kanaan, 6-1,
6-2.
But when senior William
Guerin defeated Jozwiak at
No. 2, 6-4, 6-3, the momentum
snowballed in UCF's favor.
No. 5 Winter finished off the
match with a 7-5, 6-4 win over
Bennett.
"We played a solid match
today against a good DePaul
club," Assistant Coach David
Winberg said. "Again, we are
not playing good enough in
doubles to get the opening

wins.
Senior
Federico
Camacho is 8-6, sophomore
Ryan \Vinter went to 7-4,
while junior Adam Kanaan fell
to 1-1. Augusto Sanabria, a
sophomore. is 7-5.
The double records, on the
other hand, took a hit. The
te:im of Strangberg and Bradu
lost their second match together after winning their first last
week. Johan Westin and
Winter dropped to 1-2. The
doubles trio from Saturday all
debuted
and
lost.

$5.00
Daily Lunch
11 :30am
to l :30p

g:

5.49 f~·

Wed. Dinner
Spm to i~
8pm
~
~
2.

[

l
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~
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Golden Knights reach highest ranking
For the second time this
season, the men's tennis team
has reached its highest ranking
in school history. After rising
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TROPICAL FORD, INC.
I s. Orange Blossom Trail
· I Orlando,
FL 32837
(407) 851-3800 .
I

I
I
I
I
I
www.tropicalford.com
I
I
Expires: .July 31st, 2001
I
I
UCF STUDENTS & ALUMNI
$900.00* I

~ I~~

~

ININE HUNDRED AND 00/100
I

•

Dollars OFF!

I
I

* Includes dealer rebate, if any, plus $400.00 College Grad Rebate
Please contact Sales for details ... (407) 851-3800. Offer valid
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UCF sweeps weekend

series with Mercer
COMPILED BY DAVID MARSTERS

·MACON, Ga - The UCF
baseball team swept a three game
series at Trans America Athletic
Conference opponent Mercer last
weekend, winning games by the
scores of 5-3, 10-2 and 4-3 at .
Claude Smith Field.
In the first game, junior starting pitcher Justin Pope struck out a
career-high 15 batters ~d in the
process
surpassed
former
University of Texas pitcher Roger
Clemens' Division I consecutive
scoreless inning streak of 35 as the
No. 17 Golden Knights edged
Mercer 5-3.
Pope (7-1) won his_seventh
game this season placing him in a
second-place tie with fonuer UEF
.,
pitcher and current pitching coach
Craig Cozart at 24 wins. The righthander gave up nine hits, three
·
runs, and one walk.
The Golden Knights (27-7, 63 TAAC) scored four times in the
top of the fifth inning off Mercer
starting pitcher Mike Paolantonio
(2-3 ). Jeremy Kurella singled
home Bill Oakley and Mike
Myers. After Andy Johnson singled and Chad Ehrnsberger
walked, Jeremy. Frost .. ,. singled
home-· K~Jla. ~-xMiath4Aif),.. ·
ished the- scoring wi$ an infield
single ~coring Johnson.
. '.
Mercer (18-14, 4-8 TAAC)
came tight back with three in the
bottom of the inning, breaking

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
From Under $500 per Month

.UP.TO $15,~00 .~0FF
Hurry~~ .Limited
.... ....

Time Offer!

_

·· ·
DEERWOOD
.A Manptacnued Home Gommunnv

2 Sparkling Pools

Clubhouse
Recreattonallreas

. ·: · :.. · 1.575 Pel Street • Orlando, FL 32828

,·. ,;~2 mnes'east of Alafaya on East Colonial (Hwy. 50)
~

'

(407)281-6029

'

•.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

UCF senio"h~rtslop Jeremy Korella gets ready to go lo bat. Korella has
been soccessfo.1at the plate this year, batting .370 and collecting a teamhigh S1 hits. . . · ·
·~

Pope's str~ak at 38.l inhings. Kyle . the second · out, then struck out ·:in the third on an RBI single by
Levengood cleared a two-ou~ i;vengood with a high fastball td ·.l<urella. The Bears took the lead
bases loaded situation with a record his second save of the sea- with single runs in the fourth and
fifth innings. James McDonough
three-RBI double to right-center- son.
field, just eluding Myers.
The.two teams eontinued the tied the game with a run-scoring
Kurella do~bled to right field series . Saturday with a double- , single in the fourth while Ryan
in the top of the ninth ~d Johnson header.
.
~ Newton gave the Bears the lead
QCF wq1{·the~. o~ef; '~JS).:.~ ..,with _
anRB.I single in the fifth.
followed up with a doup~~ in tbe ..
same spot scoring Kurell.a wi~;. ~ .:, "®d_~e .second g~i 4-~,·ii\-:"eigJit"·,~ . · '~ ,Ehmsberger ripped his third
insurance run.
innings. . .
~
- :
.. ~ ,. ·· home run. of the day to knot the
Pope walked Bears' leadoff
. Ehrnsberg~r hlt two solo . score at two in the top of ~e sixth,
batter Trevor Sas to begin the ninth . home runs in the first game, going setting the stage for UCF to capinning. Bergman pulled Pope in 2-for-3 with two RBis and three ture the game in dramatic fashion.
Ehrnsberger started things off
favor of Zach Sutton who started runs.scored.
his appearance giving up a double
Mercer's Trevor Sas hit a ·in the eighth by drawing a two-out
to right field to Ryan Newton. The homer in the bottom of the sixth t<)' walk. After another walk to Frost, .
next batter hit a high chopper that narrow the gap to 2-1 but it was as Oakley laced a two-run double to
Ehrnsberger stabbed and fired to c~ose as .the Bears would get. UCF give the visitors the win. Mercer
first for the first out. Sutton fielded utilized four walks, .thi-ee hits, two sliced the lead to 4-3 on an· RBI
a hard grounder back to ~e
Mercer errors, a wild pitch and a single from B~don Blair%··-tb.e""'-; ~: -~~!,~:-f;;;_ ; ~
mound fot ~
hit batsman to push across eight ·bottom of the eighth but the,.Bears : ." ilr;i<i ;:~;< ,,, . ~ >· ~.

>

1:'pu~!eg:O~!.seventh ~!'.%":.:'!=grunners
It was more than enough for

UCF starter Jason Arnold

Third
baseman
Chad
Ehrnsberber

who
improved to 6-1.
He allowed two hits and
one run in six innings. He
, walked two and fanned nine.
Mercer starter Jason Page (64) allowed three hits on three
runs in six innings. Page also
fanned five but walked five.
In game two, each team was
able to push across two runs
to send the game ihto extra
innings. UCF took a 1-0 lead

Mercer starter Brian Jones (42)

allowed

four runs on
seven hits and struck out 11.
UCF freshman Paul Lubrano,
making his first collegiate start,
gave up two runs and seven hits
over 6.1 innings, but received a no
decision. Reliever Mark Smietana
(2-0) got the win for UCF and
Sutton earned his third save by
getting the final out.
The Golden Knights were led
by Kurella who went 3-for-4.
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Tanning Salon
• State-of-the-Art ETS 1O & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanne rs •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis

Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com
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Wire services were used in
this report.

Must present coupon. First-time guest. : No Enrollment Fee. Join for As Low As
,One per customer. Local residents only. :
$14.95 a Month. Exp. 3/16/01
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ll Bean

6 cyl. auto LL Bean pkg
completely loaded!!

s26f 988
YOU'VE
HEARD
ABOUT IT•••
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YOU'VE
SEEN IT
ON TV•••
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OVER 100 SU BARUS IN STOCK!

M 'OJ

•

purchase for

or lease for

~!~~~!!! $18,988 39i~~!:o

B ·OB

----

.D ANCE

COME EXPERIENCE IT AT

Where

BO DA CE
SUBARU!

Everybody
Rides"!

SU. BARU

.....
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All offers with approved credit. Excludes prior purchases. All prices and payments include factory rebates, owner loyalty rebates and lease loyalty rebates where applicable. All leases
to qualified buyers with 740 beacon score.• Leases are 12,000 miles per year, 15¢ per mile thereafter. No dealers or brokers. Vehicles subject to prior sale . See dealer for details.
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Roger who?
UCF's Pope
breaks Clemens'
NCAA record
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Shame on Justin Pope. He
allowed a run.
When Pope allowed a
three-run double to Mercer's
Kyle Levengood in the fifth .
inning of UCF's 5-3 win over
Mercer last Friday, the longest
scoreless innings streak in the
history of NCAA baseball was
over.
Blit what a memorable
streak it was.
Pope, a junior right-hander, went 38.1 consecutive
innings without giving up a
run, breaking future Hall-ofFamer Roger Clemens' record
of 35. Clemens, who has
played for the Boston Red Sox,
Toronto Blue Jays and currently with the New York Yankees
set the record in the early
1980's as a member of the
University of Texas Longhorns.
Pope's streak began Feb.
23, after allowing an unearned
run in the fourth inning of his
complete-game
win
over
Alabama. After that run, Pope
shut out Alabama for 5.2
innings, St. Joseph's for five,
Western Illinois for seven,
Florida Atlantic for nine (a
one-hitter), Jacksonville for
seven and Mercer for 4.2.
During that time period, which

stretched for over a month,
Pope allowed just ~1 hits, striking out 51 batters while only
walking three. He recorded
three games with 10 or more
strikeouts, and had two complete game shutouts. He was
also named TAAC Pitcher-ofthe-Week three times during
the streak and Collegiate

Date Opponent
2/23 Alabama

3/03 St. Joseph's
3/08 Western Illinois
3/17 Florida Atlantic
3/24 Jacksonville
3/30 at Mercer

Baseball National Pitcher-ofthe-Week once.
"The record hasn't hit me
yet," Pope said. "I was just
going for the win. I recall hearing Coach (Jay) Bergman say
something about me being only
two innings away from Roger
Clemens on the Sunshine
Network a couple days ago."

IP H R ER BB so
5.2 4 0 0 0 9
5.0 2 0 0 0 7
7.0 3 0 0 0 10
9.0 1 0 0 2 12
7.0 6 0 0 0 7
4.2 6 0 0 0 9

Pope
has eclipsed
the record of
one of the
great pitchers
of all time. The
name Roger Clemens inspires
fear in the hearts of Major

POPE, Page A-17

STAFF WRITER

CRAIG, Page A-18

LUBRANO, Page A-15

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
{). 00
0.00
Peoro BY JASON KoKoroFF

The UCF men's golf team finished eighth last week at the
Alabama Spring Invitational in
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Two Golden Knights, Jordan
Dempsey and Andy Hollis, finished in the top 20 individually.

Bishop Kennedy in Jacksonville,
tied for eighth with a 221 (+5).
Hollis, a freshman from Palm
Beach Gardens High School, finished tied for fifteenth with a 226
(+ 10). .Sophomore Ben Osbrach
finished tied for 31st with a 231
(+15).
''Andy Hollis is doing a terrific job," Craig said. "He is just a

right moves

few minor improvements away
from being a top Division I player."
The Golden Knights do not
play again until April 23 at the
TAAC Championships, hosted by
Samford University. Last year,
UCF took fourth in the TAAC

ERA

UCF junior starting pitcher Justin Pope becomes the second Golden Knight baseball player to hold an NCAA record.
nm Barker set the record for hits in a season.with 142 in 1985.

Fifteen teams competed in the
tournament. College of Charleston
won the tournament With a score of
889, 23 strokes better then UCF.
''All things considered, we did
OK," UCF Head Coach Brian
Craig said. "We're not where we
want to be, but it's something to
build on."
Dempsey, a freshman from

All of the
At the beginning of the season,
UCF baseball coach Jay Bergman
stressed the importance of his team
winning the final game in each
weekend series it played.
But for the last two weeks, the
Golden Knights have not done that,
losing 11-9 to Jacksonville on
March 25 and 7-5 to Florida
Atlantic on March 18. Both of these
losses came behind poor outings
from junior starting pitcher Brad
Busbin, who had occupied the third
spot in the starting rota~on until
Bergman replaced him with freshman left-hander Paul Lubrano this
past weekend against Mercer.
Behind Lubrano, UCF ended
its third-game hex, beating the
Beats 4-3 in an extra-inning thriller
and completing a three-game
sweep. Lubrano did not figure in the
decision, but kept the Golden
Knights in the game by allowing
only two runs in 6.1 innings. Busbin
had not gotten past the third inning
in his previous two final-game
starts, giving up 12 runs in the
process.
Replacing
Busbin
with
Lubrano at this point in the season
is the right move for a number of
reasons.
First, Busbin, who has a 4-1
record but carries a team-high 6.45
ERA, will have a chance to regain
his confidence as UCF's mid-week
starter. College teams usually send
out their weaker lineups and starting
pitchers in mid-week games, and
Busbin will have an easier time of
getting outs. Confidence is sometimes even more important than
ability in pitching, and if Busbin can
have some good outings in his new
spot in the rotation, he may be able

Men's golf continues improvement
JOE MANZO

STAFF WRITER

··---month!
• $20 Mail-In-Rebate • $20 Cash Coupon • Free Calendar • Free Voicemail •
Free Caller ID • Free Hands-Free Headset • Free Beepers
11222 East Colonial Dr. #104
407-736-1288
{Located in Wal-Mart SuperCenter Hwy. SOJ
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They M~ht Be ·Giants:

)

The best 'band you've never seen
~

FOREST CRUMPLER

')

•

•
•

•

They Might Be Giants, a moniker that presumably
derives from the delusions of Don Quixote, has been
around for quite some time without popular recognition.
Two men, John Linnell on vocals, accordion and keyboard and John Flansburgh on vocals and guitar, make up
the core and foundation of TMBG. The little mainstream
exposure that They Might Be Giants has gotten comes
from two songs featured in a "Tiny Toons Adventures"
cartoon ("Particle Man" and "Istanbul") and most recently the intro song from Fox's sitcom "Malcolm in the
Middle" ("Yo-µ're not the boss of me now ..."). While the
masses might be Giant-less, the underground cult following is larger than you might think. TMBG has roughly ten
full-length albums out with one on the way this summer.
They were the headliners for Fri., March 24 at Hard
Rock Live. The opening band that night was a group by
the name of OK GO, a phrase that was also heard from
the crowd as more of a request to the band than a chant to
them. With the exception of the spirited bass player, OK
GO was a severe let down. Hawking their CD, which
boasted a whole three songs, it was the common belief
that the majority of their set was made up on th.e spot. If
you ever get the opportunity to go see this band, refuse!
With the OK GO disappointment, the arrival of the
headliners was made so much sweeter by a full out rock
opening complete with confetti cannon. Kicking it from
the get go and keeping their stride throughout their hour
and a half set, TMBG showed fans what a real live show
should be like. Flansburgh's witty banter amplified the
bands' already excellent crowd interaction and had fans
eating out of their· hands. Also, never to be called stale,
TMBG mixed it up with a kick-ass drum solo, wonderful
bass solo and, believe it or not, a glockenspiel. Without a
new record to pimp, TMBG was able to play many of the
songs that ·gained them their fan base in the first place,
such as "The Sun Song," "Subliminal," "Fingertips" and
"Actual· Size." These classics were a well-received surprise to all in attendance, and not a foot in the place was
still nor a head in the crowd nor a-bobbing. Finally, coming to the close of a wonderful set, They Might Be Giants
capped the night off with two encores, answering the
screaming pleas of fans not yet satiated. All in all, it was
a .terrific show that left no one wanting anything but
more.
They Might Be Giants is assuredly a band worth getting to know better.

•
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UCF Student Union
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Hey Graduates,
Look Your Best and Ask
tor More$$$ During
Your Interviews, With
Designer Frames

_ Now Ottering
A Contact Lens Service
. Plan - Disposable ACUVUE
tor as Low as $1o.75*
CoDegeDpticallxP''''·com
per box

DESIGNER EYEWEAR

•

•after rnanufacturer"s rebate

•

DESIGNER SUNGLASSES

•

407-823-4020
Open Mon . .; Fri.

9am-6pm

The NEW Oakley
Styles Are Here!

CONTACT LENSES

•

EYE EXAMS
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Cohen and Simon and Garfunkel
have defined the genre in America
and Britain.
But no one characterizes the
genre more than Bob Dylan. Not
only did he reinvent folk music; he
broadened society's s0cial consciousness and the way we look at
music today. Dylan's vocals are
loose, sloppy and often hard to
understand. He does not have a conLost in Sound is a monthly exploration of music that ventionally good voice by anyone's ""
includes everything from hip-hop to electronica to pop standards, and yet his music has been popular for decades.
As a songwriter, he started a trend of confessional,
and all the sub-genres in between. It's part history, part
introspective
lyrics, which inspired countless other folk,
pop culture and part opinion. Open your eyes and earspop and rock
-you might learn something!
groups,
including
The Beatles.
Today,
we
LISA CERICOLA
define
conSTAFF WRITER
temporary
folk
as' the
I got to thinking about folk music after Bob Dylan's ;
period
postwin for best movie song at last week's Academy Awards
Bob
Dylan.
ceremony. Dylan thanked the Academy for choosing a
But
even
song that "doesn't pussyfoot around nor turn a blind eye
icons
like
to human nature." In a way, that is the definition of folk
Bob Dylan
music.
have
their
In a few words,
own idols.
folk music is simple, acoustic music Much of Dylan's s,tyle was adopted from Woody Guthrie,
about life--be it aver- a musician from Oklahoma who survived the Great
age people · and Depression, which inspired his song "Tom Joad" and
everyday events or "Dust Bowl Blues." Guthrie toured the US extensively
common themes that with folk artists like Pete Seeger and Jack Elliott until he
anyone could relate was hospitalized in 1954 from Huntington's Chorea, a
to. Every country has degenerative disease.
Guthrie wrote about 1,000 songs in his lifetime includtheir own sty le of
folk music, and folk ing "This Land is Your Land" but never received much
artists like Woody critical acclaim. As with many artists and musicians,
Guthrie, Joan Baez, Guthrie was truly discovered after his death, and since
Nick Drake, Leonard then he has become a major influence on folk's biggest

Folk Music

artists, who started a folk
revival during the late 1950s to
1960s.
These
artists,
cal led
"folkniks" used music as a
vehicle to protest almost every.. thing from racial segregation to
the cold war. In 1964, a group
of musicians including Carolyn
Hester, Phil Ochs and Eric
Anderson staged concerts to
encourage blacks to register to
vote.
Much like pop stars today, folk musicians of this time
period sold millions of albums, got airplay on radio stations. They were talked about in the media and followed
by fans. "Scenes" for folk music broke out across the US,
and music labels exclusively for folk artists began to
develop.
Because folk songs are based on people and events
around the world, the Vietnam War was a crucial part of
the revival of folk music at its peak. Folk artists provided
the soundtrack for the growing protest movement.
In 1965, Dylan's influence changed the genre once
again. At a performance at the Newport Folk Festival, he
used an electric guitar, incorporating more of a rock sound
into his ~usic. A new form of folk-rock had been developing, replacing the folk protest scene. Whether this was
a natural evolution or just a movement away from a form
of music that had now become mainstream, it stuck, creating a new form of popular music.

..

Essential Folk AlbUms:
Bob Dylan: Greatest Hits
Peter, PJiul and Mary: Moving
Joan llaez: Diamonds and Rust
Woodie Guftlrie; !Just Bowl Ballads
~¥: ·:'-"·
-~
N1ek Drake: Fade to Blue (a collection)
.

II') _ , .• -

No matter how you look at it.. ·.

"I'

You're · going to love TIVOLI

., iuGE t ,Z 3 &4

,., Aparfrrienfs
Bedroorri Luxury
,

APARTMENTS

COMMUNITY

* Priva+e Ba+h Per Bedroorn
*Walk-In Close+s
* Ceiling Fa~

• Arnple Parking
* Fifness Cenfet
* VolleybalVBqskefball
* Pool & Gazebo
* Giant Horne Theafer

* Monitored Alarms
*

Ethernet & Cable In Every Room
* Washer/Dryer

TemporQrily leasing Nexf

To UC7 Theaters

321-765-1111
TIVOLI
I .£OU IT
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Madrid, Amsterdam,
London, Rome $200.
Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Seoul, Manila, $300.
Mexico $150.
Caribbean $250.
South America $200.
Hawaii $238.
ALL ROUNDTRIPI

1•877•707•9659COOefl004

Cheamnnps.com+

Let Cheaptrips.com help you save up to 85% on international and
50% on domestic airfares! Plus, Cheaptrips offers many other time
&money saving services. Apply online or call and ask about our
student discount. *Subject to-availability, departure & membe~hip.
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(275-7480) 121 +
Calico Jack's (249-2526) 1 18+
Knight Lights
h 8+
<482-2500)
Liquid Cellar (381~1009) ! 18+
Trick Shots (671-7797) ! 2 +

I

I
I

pub/concert
dining/bar
top 40 dance

bands
both
DJ

$3-7
$5
$4-5

concert/bar
pool hall/pub

both
jukebox

$8
NO

both
both
DJ
both
both

$3.25
$5.25
$3-10
$3.25
$3.25

both

$2.25

both

NO

!1WWWCify~alk

i;

Bob Marley's (224-2262) 121+ concert/dance
18+ concert/dining
; · The Groove (224-2227) 1 18+ progressive dance
Latin Quarter (224-2262) l 21 + Latin dance
j ! Margaritaville
ALL 1 Concert/dance
! (224-2155)
! J.
! Mowtown Cafe
18+ R&B dance
I (363-8000)
! Pat O'Brien's (224-5.299) . 21 + 1 Bar/dining

!I Cityj.azz (224-5299)

I
!
i

!
i

!

I

I

I

I
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r Downtown

!

18+
Bar Orlando (~40-0081)
Blue Room (423-2588) ! 21 +
18+
, Cairo (422-3595)
21 +
!! Chillers/Latitudes
(649-4270)
The Club At Firestone
! 18+
(426-0005)
18+
Have A Nice Day Cafe!
(839-1939)
18+
Howl At The Moon
(841-9118)
18+
Icon (649-6496)
Kit Kat Club (422-6990) l 21 +
18+
Knock Knock
(999-7739)
21+
Loaded Hog (648-2050)
21+
One Eyed Jack's
L··.
~

I

I

pub/dance
progressive Dance
top 40 dance
top 40 dance

DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ

NO
$5
$5
$5

progressh:e dance

DJ

$3-5

'70s danc~/dining

DJ

$7

piano bar

live piano $5

l

progressive dance DJ
cigar bar/pool '1all jukebox
progressive bar
DJ

$5
NO
$5

pub
pub

both
bands

$3-7
NO

both

$5

21+

concert/dance/
dining
pub

bands

NO

21+
18+

pub/dance
gay dance

both
DJ

NO
$5-8

18+

pool hall/pub

jukebox

NO

21 +
21+
18+
21 +

upscale dance
bar/dining
top 40 dance
concert/dance/
dining
pub/concert

both
bands
DJ
both

$2-6
$2 .
$5
NO

bands ·

$3-5

bands

$3-5

both

$5-7

(648~2050)

Sapphire Supper Club
(246-1599)
Scruffy Murphy's
(648-5460)
Skinny's (841-6544)
Southern Nights
(898-0424)
Sportstown Billiards
(894-6258)
Tahu (648-8363)
Tanqueray's (649-8540)
Volcano (999-0033)
Wall Street Cantina
(420-1515)
Will's Pub (898-5070)

We're putting a Friday'~
in your neighborhood.
No wonder the
competition is seeing red.

Other

The grand opening of our new location In
Waterford Lakes Is Coming Soon! To find out more
about our opportunities, just meet directly with one of our
representatives.
Our corporate representatives will be on-site conducting
interviews on:

April 3rd, 9am-6pm
625 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Our benefits include:
• Highly competitive salaries
• Immediate medical, dental, li(e and vision
• Two weeks paid vacation
• 401 (k) retirement plan
• Flexible Schedules
• Great work environment!

!j

I
!

18+

18+

I

21+ pub/concert
Copper Rocket
(645-0069)
18+ country dance
Cowboys Orlando
(422-7115)
21 + pub/concert
Cricketer's Arms
I
(354-0686)
18+ pub/concert
Fiddler's Green
!
.
c645-2oso)
ALL dining/concert
Gina's On The Water
(834-5880)
21+ cafe/bar
Globe (422-0019)
Green Parrot (332-1599) 21 + concert/bar
21+ cafe
Harold and Maude's
(422-3322)
18+ dining/concert
Johnny's Rockin' Bistro
(671-6969)
ALL concert/dance
Mercado (345-9337)
21+ pub
Mulvaney's (841-3336)
21+ dance
Roxy (898-4004)
18+ country dance
Wildhorse Saloon
(827-5070)

I
I

bands

l
l

bands

I

$2

DJ
both
I jukebox

$5
NO
$3

boili

I

both

$3-5

bands
bands
DJ
both

NO
NO
$3-5
$5

'.
I

I
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•
•
Dear Sexpert,
I've never been to the gynecologist before, and I'm
really freaked out. My appointment is next week!
What's going to happen there?

•

-Freakin' out, 18
There really isn't anything to worry about. It's like any
other doctor's appointment. They just want to make sure
that everything down there .is working and operating as it
should be. He (or she) will ask you to get undressed (while
he is out of the room, of course), put on a paper gown, sit
on an examining table and put your legs in stirrups so that
he can exam you. Depending on the doctor he qiight do a
primary physical examination (to measure heart-rate,
blood pressure, et~.) and ask you for any questions you
may have relating to what he is doing. The physical checkup will consist of an examination of the vulva, which consists of the labia and urethra just to make sure everything
seems to be functioning properly. He will most likely ask
questions about your sex life and the health history of you
and your family. This is so he will know as much about you
as possible (and what he should look closely for) at this
and future checkups. Be sure to answer everything in the
most complete way; it will help him to better take care of
you.
During ·possibly this first one and definitely future
checkups the doctor will do a Pap smear, which is a test
that is used to monitor the cervix. This is most women's
biggest fear about their first gynecological visit, but all he
has to do is take a sample from you. Becoming anxious or
nervous about this part of the visit will only make it more
uncomfortable, though, so be sure to relax your entire body
when the doctor is doing this part of the exam.
You will more than likely have a breast exam also. The
doctor will place his (usually extremely cold) hands on
your chest to feel for any lumps that may be hiding there.
This is very important because you will be shown how to
do this to screen yourself for abnormalities during the
other 11 months that you aren't at the doctor. The breast
self-exam should be done every month so that you will be
able to easily feel when something is not right or a lump
that has just formed. When you are older (or now if you
have ·a high occurrence of breast cancer in your family),
you will have to get a yearly mammogram to scan .the
hr.east tissue more thoroughly for tumors.
There are many other helpful tests he might run to monitor your uterus, endometrial tissue and menstrual cycle.
Going to the gynecologist, when you find one you like, is
a very positive thing. Going regularly can help you prevent
some major problems with diseases like endometriosis (the
abnormal growth of the ~ndometrial tissue of the uterus),
.cervical cancer, ovarian cysts (tumor-like protrusions on
the ovaries), breast cancer and fibroid cysts (which can
collect on the uterus) as well as other useful tests like
screening you for the proper method of birth control if
need be. Don't be afraid to ask questions if you don't
understand a part of the exam, and if he (or she) makes you
feel uncomfortable, remember that you can speak up. It is
your body, after all.

•

Thursday April 5th, 2001
·

7:30pm

·

Reflecting !'ond
Featuring UCF Orchestra with
Conductor John Whitney
•
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On Tues., March 27 yet another comedian dared
to come to the UCF campus. The name of this
comedic performer was Elvira Kurt, probably best
known for her thirty-minute stand-up special on
Comedy Central. On that fateful night, the Wired
Cafe was fairly crowded with around sixty people in
attendance. The act started at 8:30 p.m. and continued into the night, lasting till well past 10 p.m. The
question burning itself into the fragile human minds
of the reader is: was the show good or the equivalent
to a Carrot Top movie?
To answer that question, yes the act was excellent. Kurt is funnier than some well-known comedians that the publ~c has seen in the past. I would put
her above people like Whoopi Goldberg any day.
Kurt was simply hilarious, being almost consistently funny throughout the night. This is opposed to
some stand-up that you see which is much more
"roller-coaster," or rather having low points of
silence and high points of extreme laughter. All in
· all this surprised me because, at the risk of sounding
sexist, there are only a handful. of female comedians
I actually enjoy.
Kurt proved me wrong at every turn with her
witty insights into life that grew to an orgasmic peak
toward the end of the night. One such insight was

:!~
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how kids have it so easy nowadays, compared to
when we (being children of the 80s) had it growing
up. For example, the torture machines that we called
a playground in elementary school, including the
metal slide that burned you after baking in the hot
sun for hours. While this may not sound exactly
hilarious through second-hand retelling, Kurt's
delivery of such lines made almost any subject
funny. The highlight of the night was when Kurt,
"came out" to the audience on stage, something she
apparently does toward the end of each act. The
audience seemed to generally have no big deal with
this, most likely due to the fact that Kurt made the
subject of homosexuality humorous and treated it
lightly. She definitely broke down the butch lesbian
stereotype in many respects.
The show was truly great, so much so that Kurt
stayed on stage for much longer than .she had originally intended. This is the mark of a truly successful
show, when people can't seem to get enough. As far
as negative aspects about the performance, I honestly could find nothing to gripe about. Elvira Kurt's
act at the Wired Cafe was a great, refreshing way to
unwind after a hard day of classes.
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Mom says

Spacious 4-bedroom furnished residences • Individual leases • Roommate matching

t your greens...

RJ~:~i'Jg

But You Cm Affofd
Resort·S~e Llvin~

ut Alufaya Trull

All Year Long,r

your ,natural.food center

Boardwalk - as low as $455/Month

+

LIVING ROOM

Large pool with spacious sun deck

17' 8' x 14'4'

Two Locations near
U.C.F. campus...

a!'1:1l

1 East Orlando

~

Herndon Village Shoppes
on E Colonial Dr.

LLIC

& heated whirlpool spa

• 407-894-8452

2 Oviedo

+

Fitness center with T.V.

+
+
+

Clubhouse with large-screen T.V.
Movie theater & game room (Riverwind)

+

Computer center with high-speed Internet

Oviedo Marketplace Mall
.(outside entrance near
"'Jled Bath & Beyond)
-Red Bug Rd & The
Greenway (Hwy 417)
• 407-359-7028

t

Back&
Front Doors!

Basketball & sand volleyball (Boardwalk)

..=
~

floor plan &brod11n@2000 Alve!WlndApa'1menfa atAlalaya Trail

Q

Rent ln1lllllH electric, water, sewer,
cable TV, local telephone* & highspeed Internet * in all bedroom~!

•
•
•
•
•

Fully equipped kitchen & laundry room
Luxurious fully-furnished living room,
dining room and bedrooms
4 Large bedrooms, 4 private full baths
Dead-bolt locks on bedroom doors
Alarm system & gated access
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Com;ng this Fall to Bcanlwalk
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10% off

Bring this ad with valid
U.C.F. ID card in to
Chamberlin's Oviedo
Marketplace and redeve
10% off Oft your next
pure~. Oft'er excludes

:
• pre-disrounted merdlandise.

••••••••••••••••••••
• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies
• Natural Vitamins
• Free Health f,oosuJtatioos
• Sports Nutrition

• Wild Weekly Specials
• Bulk Snack Foods
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-- In a February dispatch from Tblisi, Georgia, the
LEAD STORIES
-- In Butler County, Pa., in March, Tammy Lynn German news agency Deutsche Presse-Agentur
Felbaum, 42, was charged in connection with the reported that surgeons at Tblisi's prominent Institute
death of her sixth husband, James Felbaum, who died of Aesthetic and Reconstructive Plastic Surgery had
from complications of a botched castration, whicl\ successfully replaced a cancer patient's amputated
Tammy said James performed on himself. Tammy penis with a substitute made from the man's left mid(who used to be Tonuny Wyda before allegedly cas- dle finger and had created a channel inside to allow
trating himself in 1980 in order to move up in the sex- urine (and semen) to pass.
change-surgery queue at Case Western Reserve medical school) was known in tht=i community as an ama- The Entrepreneurial Spirit
teur medical practitioner, allegedly working on ani- -- Business is brisk for the Seek Ye First Lingerie
mals, and in a previous career as a stripper was shop (Louisburg, N.C.), whose two female Baptist
known for crushing empty soda cans between her owners appeal to religious women who want to be
breasts. A crude surgical-consent form, signed by alluring but not sleazy. According to a January report
James, was found in the couple's home, but Tammy in the Raleigh News & Observer, the most popular
told police she had nothing to do with the fatal oper- part of the shop is the "Thong Center" rack.
ation and th.at the form was actually from an earlier -- Latest Food News: Hormel Foods announced in
January that it will sell pork and turkey protein prod- '
castration attempt by James.
-- In February, the British company Trav~lman, pub- ucts in the form of a binding substance that General
lisher of short fiction, installed three vending Motors will use to make molds for casting metal parts
machines in London train stations to sell single-sheet, for cars (thus re4ucing GM's dependence on chemi- '
folded-like-a-map collections of poetry, to supply cals). And among eateries recently in the news:
reading material for newspaper-avoiding commuters. Miami's B.E.D. restaurant, where customers are
-- In March, responding to what he calls Europe's served not at tables, but on large beds (up to 60 feet
"delicate problem" of too few taxpayers to support an by 10 feet, for parties of 10), and New York's Ike,
increasing population of retirees, former tennis great ~ which in its appeal to baby boomers has a Swanson's
Bjorn Borg urged westerners in a signed, full-page, TV dinner on the menu ·for $6.
English-language ad in Sweden's leading financial -- Personal property of the late opera diva Maria.
newspaper Dagens lndustri to step up their procre- Callas fetched about .$1.25 million at a December
ation. The ad, pur-ehased by Borg's clothing company, auction in Paris, with most of the media attention
urged readers to "Get to it" and to "Fuck for the devoted to 13 lots of brassieres and lingerie, which
Future."
were won by a group of Callas' admirers working
through a private foundation. The unmentionables
Dill Defense du Jour
(for example, about $5,000 for a girdle, slightly more
-- On March 16 ·in New Plymouth, New Zealand, for a black lace slip) will be either burned or placed
Stuart Beech, 31, changed his plea and admitted in in extremely deep storage because the admirers were
court that his high DUI blood-alcohol reading might appalled at the estate's owners' greed in cashing in on
have been caused by the six beers he had drunk; ini- Callas' underwear.
tially, he had pointed out to police that since he does
a nightclub act as a fire-bi:eather, it was natural for Recurring Themes
him to have methyl fuel on his breath (though he has -- News of the Weird has followed the antics of Pekin,
since switched professionally to kerosene). On the ID., gardener Robert Norton, now 77, over the years
same day, halfway around the world in Los Angeles, because he does much of his work while nude, to the
fire-breathing magician Randall Richman, 32, told consternation of neighbors. Despite more than 20
the Los Angeles Tunes he will argue at his upcoming arrests and several convictions, Norton insists. his
DUI trial that his breath-test reading detected only the activity is protected by the U.S. Constitution. He has
lighter fluid he uses in his act (though the police been sentenced twice more since his last News of the
report said he also had bloodshot eyes and could not Weird mention. And in December in Bellefonte, Pa.,
stand up).
Charles Stitzer, 62, was convicted of the same offense
(his first), having "alarmed" a neighbor despite being
He Was fuadequately Protected From Himself
200 feet away with nightfall approaching.
-- Former Long Island police officer Dominick Steo
filed a $45 million lawsuit in federal court in Central Thinning the Herd
Islip, N.Y., in January, charging the police department -- By mid-March, three reveling college students had
with ill-advisedly furnishing him a service weapon died from falls or incompetent leaps during this year's
during a period of.depression, three months before he spring break: a Florida man, 20 (climbing balcony to
shot himself with it. And Richard L. Garcia, 17, filed balcony in Daytona Beach); a Kansas man, 18
a lawsuit in November against the city of Bradenton, (climbing balcony to balcony at a Me~co resort); a
Fla, because police let him go with no penalty after New Jersey man, 19 (leaping from a balcony into a
stopping him while he was driving drunk. (He swimming pool but missing, in Fort Lauderdale).
crashed a few minutes later, suffering serious (Another man survived a fall off of a motel building
injuries.) And burglar Shane Colburn filed a $20,000 in Panama City Beach, Fla.)
(USD) lawsuit in Penrith, Australia, in November,
because his victims and their dogs roughed him up Also, in the Last Month ...
when they caught him in the act.
--A Buffalo, N.Y., public school program announced
it will pay some high school students $5 an hour to
Weird Science
attend English and math classes this summer. A slow-- A team of researchers from the Netherlands' Delft handed 27-year-old 7-Eleven clerk was taken by
University of Technology announced in December paramedics not to a hospital but to an industrial shop
that after nearly four years of research, it had solved (along with the store's auto-locking safe) to have her
the perplexing problem of how to store and pour draft fingers extricated from the safe's coin-deposit slot
beer on zero-gravity space stations. The team injects (Aberdeen, Wash.). A stickup man wielding a toy gun
carbon dioxide against a flexible membrane inside robbed the Glebe Side Kids toy store (Ottawa,
the keg, which forces the beer out without commin- Ontario). Britain's Princess Anne, 50, was fined about
gling the liquid and the gas (as is done in the conven- $700 for driving her Bentley about 90 mph and ignortional keg) and provides the additional benefit of ing. a police officer chasing her; she said she just
ejecting the beer in liquid chunks the size of table ten- assumed that the officer's flashing lights meant that
he had come to provide a royal escort (Gloustershire,
nis balls.
England).
' .'

London ••••.••.. $408
Rome ••.••.•••• $378
Amsterdam ••••••••• $398
Rio de Janiero •••• $668
Brussels............ $399
San Jose CR ....... $465
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Me~qu,te

Ch'c"en
& R'bleb
$8.99
Try the ultimate barbecue combo and
get the best from the grill all on one plate.

.All You Can Eat ll'bleb •
Enjoy a never ending platter of
slow-roasted Riblets. Perfect for
people with an endless appetite!

$9 .99

I

Hpplebee's
Neighborhood Grill & Bar

12103 Collegiate Way • 282-2055
(across from the University of Central Florida)
(
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NEW STARTING FALL 2001!!
SATURDAY HOURS FROM 10:00A.M.-2:00P.M.

WONDERING WHAT, EXACTLY,
YOUR HEALTH FEE PAYS FOR?!
Champ Tes~

Fitness Consultants

,.,. -Nurse
consult-n:

Blood Pressure ·
Checks

Flu Shot

One on. One Consultation
regardmg Health Issues

Stress M.
anagel1Jent

Unlimited Dr 's , r

.
v 1s1ts

•

. services
·Nutrition

Interactive Workshop~ealth
Presentat1,s:0 ns on College

Travel Clinic

Issues

College Health and Wellness Issues
Resource Library

mpus Health Center that ~ opened past
sundown!
Monday-Friday 8arn-9prn
(407) 823-2701

www._shs.ucf.edu
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The year? 1997. The game? Diddy Kong Racing, Conker to use her breasts as a springboard so that he
Rare Studios' answer to Nintendo's hugely popular can access a previously inaccessible area of the game.
Mario Kart racing game. The character? A fuzzy wuziy You read that right, ladies and gentlemen.
Rolling around in cow dung? Check. Exploding
wittle squiwwel named Conker. whose cutesy factor
cows? Check. Urinating on enemies and knocking
was enough to make a Care Bear sick.
Like many other cuddly critters before him, Conker them silly with a frying pan? Check. Swearing squirwas on the fast track to first class mediocrity. A Banjo~ rels, Scottish dung beetles and singing mounds of
Kazooie-type game was in the works, and Conker's feces? Check, check, check.
But Bad Fur Day isn't simply
Pocket Tales, the squirrel's Game Boy debut and first
starring role, was an unspectacular, if respectable, plat- a festival of sick and twisted eye
and ear candy. Based on a simiform.
Then, as it often does at Rare, hell broke totally lar engine that powers the likes
loose, this time swallowing Conker whole and replac- of Mario 64 and Rare's own
ing his cute little soul with the devil himself.
Donkey Kong 64 and BanjoGone is the Conker we knew and barely cared Kazooie, Conker is a solid platabout. In his place is what could go down as the form that offers Rare's familiar
wildest, most unimaginable rascal video gamers have but polished bran~ of action
ever seen. To put it gently, Conker's Bad Fur Day, out versus adventure.
The story and the gameplay,
on March 5 for the Nintendo 64; is an experience
unlike anything ever witnessed on any vi~eo game con- which is nonlinear to a splendid'
degree, play off each other
sole, ever.
,
Skeptical, ru-e we? "I:ry this seqqence oµ .for ~ize: . \ beallctifully )rithout one dpmi-.
Conke:t· runs into a disgruntled old ' bee~ wllo has '· nating the other. Control is
been kicked to the curb by his wife because h~ $pends cally tight, altbougbJ:naneuvering J>Ur hero wlien.he's
all, despite some
to much time lusting aftet a somewhat well-endowed . drunk;\:takd a little practice:,. Best
sunflower, who, much the bee's dismay, is covering huge levels and an overabundance of eye candy, the
her rather large upper bo~y (spell that OI,le out Y?~rs~M, game, ~µffers · from ~ttle1 if.any, of the slqwdown that
folks) with her leaf-shaped arms.
·
can ruin even the liest of games. ''The framerate may
Your job? Find five swarms of tickling bees, and chop here and there, but a problem it ain•t.
lead them to the flower. When the flowef gets the tickAbout the only annoying aspect of Bad Fur Day is
les, she'I~ flap her leaves around and ... wen, you get the the jittery camera, which seems at times to have a mind
idea. Long story short: The bee pollinates the flower, of its own. Nine times out of 10, the camera does its job
who's so satisfied by the encounter that she allows just fine, but when it slips, as it often does when

typi-

.

qf

to

Conker is swimming, the results can be horrendous, if
not fatal.
Other than that, Bad Fur Day is quite possibly the
most fetching game the Nintendo 64 will ever see. The
graphics are next-generation quality. And the voicework... oh. the voicework. Every character in the game,
from 'the foul-mouthed paintbrush and paintcan team to
the Great Mighty Poo (I kid you not!) has its own distinct twang and rhythm. It's a first for
a Nintendo platformer, and a remarkable technical feat considering the limits of the system.
For players who somehow tire of
the spectacular one-player quest, Bad
Fur Day offers a spicy buffet of multiplayer mini-games that rivals Rare's
best. Modes include the Beach, a faithful D-Day rendition, only with blackhearted teddy bears; War, a strategic
game of capture the flag; and Race, a
Mario .Kart-like sprint using hover
boai:ds: None of these modes will steal
the thunder of the one-player mission, .
but they are a great way to kil\.some time with friends.
: With .,a ll the rumors of Rate's next doozy Dinosaur
PJanet moving to Nintendo's next-generation
Qamecube. Conker's Bad Fur Day might very well be
Rare's Nintendo 64 swan song. And what a song it is.
The N64 need~d to end its iffy run with a bang; leave
it to Conker, the most unlikely of heroes, to make sure
it does just t~at.
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Joe Matarese
a_ppearances inelude:
MTV's S_pring Break
Carson Daly Show
Jim Breuer Show

April 10th, 2001
8pmLoeo's
Mitch Fstel

Phone

282-1900 ·Fax 2S2-1905

In the UCF Student Union

a_p_pearances include:
Tonight Show
Late Night
Comedy Central

·

*Approved Caterer

''Tradition
Starts Here/''

..
Cuded by Ibo Atltvi1y llld Smlc~ Coe 111!1ot11fd by Stad111 Govermnl
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I know. and I'm really sorry.
lt1s just that I, um, have
some dating issues that·I
need help with ..

I Felicia? I

Assistant Director
Public Relations
Graphics
judges and Awards
Promotions
King & Queen

Skit Knight
Spirit Splash
Philanthropy
Carnival
Marketing
Parade

Applications due April 6th in SU 313.
For more info caU BB6471 or stop by 8'A in SU 313.
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beyondthewall
Pl/.e4.eld a

•

www.beyondthewall.com

FREE ADVANCE
SCREENING
of
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
FLORIDA @ Cape Florida
Ballroom
9 PM Wednesday
April 4

FREE ADMISSION
while passes last*
INFO?: call 823-6471
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edU/-osa
* Funded by the Activity and Service
Fee as allocated by the Student
Government Association. Passes
available in the Student Union. Room
215, Student Activities.
Passes required. Seating is limited and
not guaranteed. Please arrive early.
ID required. No one under the age of 17 will be admitted
without parent or legal guardian.

Presented in association with Campus Activities
Board.
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fQ£,£, tiek~ts
te> W~t n' Wild

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Poult!y output
5 Tendril
9 SaW'{er or Lane
14 Seldom seen
15 Against
16 Brown shade
17 On a cruise
18 View quickly
19 Burning coal

8

14
17

20 Extra.piece
22 Ladies' men?
23 Organic

compound
24 Relaxed
26 Apofflecary
measure
29 Formal

agreement

33 Saloon

36 "No Exir
dramatist
39 Rani's wrap
40 Madcinal plant
42 Commuter
43 Stumble
44 Wax-wrapped
cheese
45 Concur
47 Printers'
measures
48 Satadveggie
50 Exploit
52 Q)arse files

g Hamilton or Burr, Solutions
e.g.
·10 ~t
v1 l 3 1 sv3
11 Shortened wd.
li'4 V I 1
0 N0 N
55 Destiny
t2 Necessit)t
o a o l N 'It V1 o
59 Wall painting
13 Messes up
62 Loan shalk. e.g. 21 God of love
65 Singer Baker
25 "Tristram
66 Arabian sultanate
Shandf author
67 Fuss
27 Bernhardt and
68 Loafed (about)
Siddons
69 Childhood taboo 28 Goddess of
70 O'Raherty or
disootd
Neeson
30 Rhine tribulaly
71 Winctiown soil
31 Neat and ti<fy
72 Sunrise cireclion 32 Puttefs malady 1:1 3 s w 3 N v :::i s v 3 s v
73 Slnger Fitzgerald 33 Pugilist Max
!:l 3 g w n
3 1:1 v !:I
1 1 flt v
34 "Mephisto Waltz" 3 N v 1 a -dr-S+-l-+M--r-S+-9-+9;-;3

DOWN

1 Expunge
2 Pants
3 Extensive
4 Burned a bit
5 Stinging insect
6 Ancient Peruvian
Hong look
8 Nina's sister ship

star

35 Highway
37 NFL scores
38 Fish-lovets
mecca
41 Abu Dhabi and

Dubai
46 "_It Easy''
49 Caesar and

Waldorf, e.g.
51 Gossip
53 Recumbent
54 "Coming of Age
in_"
56 Lubricate again
57 Wlnner'stoken

58 Distinctive smell
59 Letters
60 Take apart
61 Stirup
63 Fires
64 Nautical
speed

just eoroe hy thtl ~G-A .
office (~D 21~) he~o~e 5pro
t~i<Jgy,

A:pieil 6th.

...
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LITTLE BOOK SERVES AS SOURCE .OF
INSPIRATION FOR JADED RUNNERS
BILL LAITNER
KNlGHT-RlDDER TRIB UNE

•

•

.•

..

Author and marathoner Claudia Piepenburg com- two dozen short profiles and first-person reflections
piled a book of first-person reflections of runners, of runners--from the famous to ordinary joggers and
weekend racers. Piepenburg got most
both famous and ordinary.
of them from strangers by way of email.
She started running at
Among the sketches, Running for
age 31.
the Soul (Road Runner Sports,
A year later, she ran
$19.95) tells the capsule athletic
the 1981 Detroit Free
biographies of:
Press Marathon. Now she
-- A legally blind runner, Olympian
has 63 other marathons to
Marla Runyan.
her credit.
-- A regular guy, Tom Baas of Port
Claudia Ciavarella, a
Washington, Wis., whose years of
1967 graduate of Grosse
running helped him survive a divorce.
Ile High, lived in
-- A woman in pain, who ran through
Birmingham, Mich., after
RU NN ! ~ G F O R Tl lF SO UL
it because the alternative was surrenattending Michigan State
dering to illness. Gay Kampfmueller
University.
ran the Shamrock Marathon in
These days, she's
Virginia Beach after brain surgery,
Claudia Piepenburg of
after a hysterectomy and after being
San Diego. She's 51 and
diagnosed. with lupus, an immunemarried, wi th a career
system disease. that can cause boneand a body that's getting
just a bit creaky. She
numbing fatigue.
Other books· may wax more eloknows how it feels to
quently about the joys and kinetic
need a motivation boost.
Knows about bosses and spouses and grandchil- poetry of running. This book has its grammatical misdren who conspire to keep us from our appointed steps, as when an Alabama father writes of an earlymiles. Knows about fatigue. Knows what it's like to June run, "Being Father's Day, my mind wandered to
hear a tempting inner voice say, !'Aw, skip your run my children."
Still, Piepenburg's small book has the flavor of real
tonight."
For those moments in every runner's life, people. She hopes those who find themselves despairPiepenburg has compiled a handy little book. Its ing about their running grab her book, read for 3 minbreezy 92 pages didn't keep me on the couch yawning. utes and then hit the road with new vigor.
Scattered amid the inspiring stories are tips that
Instead, I got bursts of inspiration to run as I scanned

motivate some of the world's top athletes and some
ordinary runners with extraordinary courage. Here are
some that caught my eye:
1. Set a goal. But not one involving your weight,
clothing size or quality of a relationship. All are too
unpredictable to provide steady reinforcement.
Instead, enter a fitness event, then train to do your
best in the company of others. Your event might be
merely joining three friends on Saturday for your
longest run of the week, or it could be joining the
thousands expected to walk or run in the Race for the
Cure.
2. Try the 10-minute rule. As Piepenburg puts it,
"Tell yourself you'll head out for 10 minutes, and if
you don't feel good, you'll jog home. I guarantee,
you'll keep running. You always feel good after 10
minutes."
3. Just imagine. If fatigue sabotages a run, imagine
a moment when your stride felt terrific. Piepenburg,
who is 5-foot-5 and 108 pounds, refills her men tal
fuel tank by inngining the last two blocks of the
Boston Marathon--particularly, she sa1 s, "if I've ju~t
gotten out the door and I think I do n't really want to
be doing this."
"I see the road lined with bleachers of people, and
the sound of the crowd is so powerful. My body is
saying, 'I really want this to be over."'
"But my mind is saying, 'I want this fo go on forever.' If you could just bottle that feeling, you'd make
a fortune."
How right she is.

Versatility. It's a quality we all admire. Particularly in the

•

workplace. Because employees who can do many things
well enable their company to do the same. The fa ct that
What's the toughest part of
yo ur job, Angela?

the Orla ndo Sent inel has grown into Orlando Sent inel

"Seeing the pain and the challenges that many people have

Commu nications - a multimedia company w ith Web

to deaf with in their daily lives.
But most of the stories have an
uplifting gutcQme. ''

sites, a 24-hour cable news station, direct mail, database
marketing, and more - is a testament to the diverse
talents of employees like Angela. An award-winning photographer, Angela has also done her share of diversifying
- becoming an accomplished teacher, mentor, dancer

•

and more during her years with the Sentinel. And like
Angela, the Sentinel has many exciting plans for the

•

future. But we can't get there
without individual vision and versatility.

Maybe you have those qualities. And like Angela, you

•

long to discover more about yourself. If so, think Orlando
Sentinel Communications. Because we know the only
way to achieve our -company's full potential is to help our
employees achieve theirs.

Call the Sentinel CareerLine today at
407/872-7200,; category 9121.
~Oh, lo;tiofchgnge.We'.reo

· multimedia c0mpany( sc were
tede.finfng ouI$~fves, doing a lot
ot'things no-0Melieis
doing,_and that's exciting."

To visit online, go to
OrlandoSentinel.com/careers

Her powerful photographic
images have 9amere<fAngela
many exhibits

People touching lives

through information.
Information touching li'ves

through people.
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loaded w/standard features
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Lowest
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H·ghesl
Tra -Ins
Ever!
HYUnDAI Driv·ng is Believir1g
10 YEAR, 100,000_MILE ··
, POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
·5 YEAR, 60,000 MILE
BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!

BEST I THE ·I DUSTRY!

New '01

Only

ELANTRA
auto, a/c, stereo and more!

s9J 9 8 8
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2 GREAT LOCATIONS • SAME LOW PRICE
ICK THE ONE CLOSEST 0 YOU!

BOB

DANCE

HYUNDAI

BOB

407-578-5337
All Prices After

Factory Rebate and Owner Loyalty Incentive. Plus tax & Tag Subject to prior sale.

